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Inerter is the mechanical analogue of the capacitor via the force-current analogy. It has the
property that the force across the terminals is proportional to their relative acceleration. Vibration
absorbers with a combination of stiffness, damping and inertance have been shown to be effective
through numerous theoretical studies.
A case study is carries out to investigate the potential reduction in road damage by incor-
porating the inerter element into truck suspension systems. Initially, quarter-car, pitch-plane
and roll-plane models with two low-complexity inerter-based linear suspension layouts are inves-
tigated in the frequency domain. Reductions of the J95 road damage index for each model are
identified against conventional parallel spring-damper truck suspension layouts. Subsequently,
the nonlinearities of leaf springs are incorporated into the pitch-plane and roll-plane time-domain
models. It has been verified that the benefits brought by the inerter integrated suspension are
still present.
There are mainly two types of physical realisation for the inerter. Compared with flywheel-
based inerters, the fluid-based forms have advantages of improved durability, structural simplicity,
inherent damping and similarity with existing damper constructions. In this work, two prototypes
of a helical-tube fluid inerter and a fluid-inerter integrated damping (FID) device are built for
the modelling studies.
In order to improve the understanding of the physical behaviour of the fluid-based devices,
especially caused by the hydraulic resistance and inertial effects in the external tube, this work
proposes a comprehensive model identification methodology. Firstly, a modelling procedure is
established, which allows the topological arrangement of the mechanical networks to be obtained
by mapping the damping, inertance and stiffness effects directly to their respective hydraulic
counterparts. Secondly, an experimental sequence is introduced, which separates the element-
property identifications into smaller subsets. Meanwhile, an experimental set-up is introduced,
where two pressure gauges are used to accurately measure the pressure drop across the external
tube. Using the proposed modelling methodology, the theoretical models with improved confidence
are obtained for a helical-tube fluid inerter prototype.
Furthermore, previous studies focused on accurate modelling of a specific fluid-based inerter
device, while there has been no investigation on whether the dynamic models are still valid when
its design parameters change. A model is termed here as being generalisable when it is able to
sufficiently accurately characterise the terminal behaviour while allowing its design parameters
to vary within their pre-defined ranges. Therefore, the generalisable model is developed for an
example FID device design. The sources of remaining discrepancies are further analysed. The
methodology to establish the generalisable model presented here is applicable to other design
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In this work, the numerical subscripts of the hydraulic variables: pressure difference ∆p, hy-
draulic resistance R, hydraulic inertance I and hydraulic compliance C denote different flow
branches with corresponding flow rates Q in the hydraulic networks. Also, in equivalent mechan-
ical networks, the numerical subscripts of the mechanical variables: relative velocity ∆v, force
F, damping c, inertance b and stiffness k indicate the specific hydraulic branches which caused
corresponding mechanical effects. In addition, the abbreviations in subscripts: h indicates helical
tube, io indicates inlet/outlet, v indicates needle valve, c indicates fluid compressibility, s indi-
cates leakage, b indicates inertance, I indicates hydraulic inertance, and R indicates hydraulic
resistance.
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Vibration is defined as the oscillation of a mechanical system about its equilibrium position,
which is one of the most notable phenomena for engineering [1]. Some vibration can be useful,
such as the voice coil in loudspeaker or the tuning fork. However, more vibrations are harmful to
either the environment or the human beings. Numerous examples of such vibration are shown
in a wide range of areas, including the economic losses due to road damage by heavy vehicles
or the track wear by rail vehicles; as well as the safety issues of building structures subject to
earthquakes or aircraft during landing. Therefore, to mitigate the undesired vibration by using
effective and reliable vibration suppression systems is crucially important in engineering studies.
A conventional vibration control system is usually constructed by chosen numbers of spring,
damper and mass elements. According to whether the energy supply is required or not, the
control system can be classified into three groups: active, semi-active, and passive. Even though
the active or semi-active control usually bring the best vibration suppression performance,
the passive control has the advantage of stability, reliability and low cost. While the passive
control is still widely accepted in most areas, the relevant investigations have been restricted
to parameter studies and nonlinearity analysis due to the limitation of device structure and
the avaliable network layouts of existing elements. Since inerter was first introduced in 2002
[2], using inerter-based vibration absorber for passive vibration control has become a popular
research topic.
The inerter is a novel element for vibration control in mechanical system, which has the
property that the force through the device is proportional to the relative acceleration across the
terminals [2]. The proportional coefficient is defined as inertance. Based on the force-current
analogy, the inerter is the true mechanical dual of a capacitor. Unlike the mass element, it has
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two movable terminals. The introduction of the inerter element fundamentally expanded the
range of achievable dynamic properties that can be achieved passively. Incorporating inerter(s)
into a vibration suppression system is deemed as beneficial based on large number of theoretical
works in various areas, such as the road vehicles, railway vehicles, tall buildings, cables of
cable-supported bridge and aeroplane landing gears.
Physical realisations of inerter take different forms, but most of those fall into two categories:
the flywheel-based and fluid-based. The flywheel-based inerter works by driving a flywheel
through a transmission mechanism, such as rack-and-pinion or ball-screw, to provide amplified
inertance. Such device has been successfully applied in the suspension of Formula One racing
cars since 2005 [3]. However, these transmission mechanisms are originally designed for precise
positioning, which limits the maximum load that can be applied as the large vibration force could
lead to excessive wear of the transmission mechanism. This is the key factor restricts the real
applications of inerter-based vibration absorbers only in racing industry where the device can be
replaced after every race.
On the other hand, the fluid-based inerters were recently introduced, which have natural
crossover with existing damping design, and hence will have higher load capability. Other benefits
include durability, structural simplicity, and the convenience to integrate with other damping
effects (e.g. piston valve damping). The device inertance is generated by the acceleration of the
mass fluid flowing through the external tube channel. While there are multiple designs of the
fluid-based inerter, this work focuses on the study of a helical-tube fluid inerter design.
The previous works of fluid-based inerter have shown noticeable discrepancies between the
experimental results and established models, especially for the damping effects [4]. This work
aims to establish a lumped parameter hydraulic model, and an equivalent mechanical model for a
helical-tube fluid inerter. By using these two models, the damping, inertance and stiffness effects
in the mechanical network can be linked directly with the resistances, inertances and compliances
in the hydraulic system. This analogy will not only help to understand the properties of fluid-
based inerters better but also facilitates future design of hydraulic vibration absorption systems.
Meanwhile, a system identification procedure for fluid-based devices is presented. Following
this procedure, the friction, stiffness and various damping effects are identified, separately, for
more accurate estimation of each parameter. Moreover, to measure the pressure drop across the
external tube more precisely, two pressure gauges are fitted at the inlet and outlet. As a result, a
nonlinear model that can accurately characterise the dynamic properties of a helical-tube fluid
inerter prototype has been established.
Furthermore, in previous works [4, 5], the presented models are developed for specific fluid
inerter design parameter settings, and several other designs integrating both fluid inertance and
orifice induced damping have also been introduced, which are phrased as fluid-inerter integrated
damping (FID) devices here. To date, no investigation on the terminal dynamic behaviour of FID
device has been carried out. Therefore, this work aims to establish an approach to develop a model
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for an example FID device design with verified accuracy while allowing the key design parameters
to change within their pre-defined ranges, a type of model termed as generalisable models in this
work. In order to conveniently adjust the piston valve damping property for model identification,
a bypass needle valve design is adopted in the test rig design. A methodology for developing a
generalisable model will also be demonstrated, with the key design parameters of the helical
tube and valve damping changing within their respective pre-determined ranges. The established
model will then be validated by comparing its dynamic responses with the experimental results
obtained for two additional design parameter settings. The approach developed in this work
for generalisable model establishment uses the analogy between the hydraulic and equivalent
mechanical networks, as well as tailored experiments to identify the properties of elements in
such networks. While there exist other models and methods, the developed approach has the
advantages of providing more physical insights which link the physical hydraulic elements with
the device terminal force-velocity behaviour, effectively reducing the required experimental effort
because smaller subsets of element properties can be identified separately, and be directly applied
to the design and analysis of more complex damping systems.
It is noted that this thesis incorporates material from four published papers by the author,
which are listed in page vii.
1.2 Thesis outline
This thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2 presents the review of associated literature regarding the concept of inerter based
on the analogy between the mechanical and electrical networks. This is followed by a large number
of theoretical applications showing the verified benefits of inerter-based vibration suppression
approach in multiple areas. Further review of studies introduce the physical realisations of inerter,
along with the modelling and testing of inerter devices for each realisation. The motivation of
this work will then be addressed based on the reviewed literature and existing problems.
A numerical case study of truck suspension incorporating inerters to minimise road damage
is presented in Chapter 3. While comprehensive analysis and parameter optimisation of selected
vehicle models are carried out to verify the advantage of using inerter in the suspension, the
results will be used to facilitate the later modelling process of the inerter-based devices, and
motivate the research focus of FID device in later chapters.
Based on the analogy between the mechanical and hydraulic networks, Chapter 4 first build
the correspondence between the mechanical and hydraulic elements by applying the physical
relationships between the cross/through variables, which is used for the modelling of fluid-based
vibration suppression devices. Then the introduction to the working principle of fluid-based
inerters is followed by the construction of the hydraulic network of the design. The equivalent
mechanical network is also derived through the network synthesis method. Similarly, the same
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procedure is used to develop the hydraulic and mechanical networks for the conceptual design of
the FID device.
On the basis of the schematics and corresponding networks of the fluid-based inerter devices
presented in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 develops the prototype and test rig for a helical-tube fluid
inerter with selected design parameters, which will be used for experimental tests in Chapter 6.
Subsequently, a compact helical-tube fluid inerter is built for discussion of the possibility of incor-
porating inerter into existing damper device, and a meander-tube fluid inerter is introduced for
damping effects study. The experimental tests of these alternative designs of fluid-based inerter
will be considered for future work. Moreover, the prototype and fit-for-purpose test rig of a specific
helical-tube FID device is developed based on the the schematics and corresponding networks
introduced in Chapter 4. In the end, the calibration of the equipped measuring instruments in
the test rig are carried out.
In Chapter 6, based on the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype built in Chapter 5, a series
of constant velocity tests are used to identify the friction and various damping effects of the
fluid-based inerter model constructed in Chapter 4. Then, the identification of the stiffness effect
is carried out by using sinusoidal wave tests to complete the full dynamic model. Furthermore,
the comparison between the theoretical model and experimental data at different amplitudes
and frequencies is presented, followed by analysis of the remaining discrepancies.
According to the altered flow distribution and mechanical properties in the FID device
prototype built in Chapter 5, Chapter 7 firstly complete the mechanical network characterising
the device’s terminal behaviour and establishes a model identification methodology for each key
element in the network. The schematic diagrams, hydraulic networks and mechanical networks
are systematically used to illustrate each test configuration for properties’ identification. Moreover,
the key design parameters’ variation and the corresponding tests are explained. Results of the
properties’ identification and the influence of design parameters on damping properties are
presented and discussed. Consequently, the generalisable model of the FID device is established
and experimentally verified using the dynamic test data of two additional design parameter
settings.













There are three classical mechanical modelling elements that can be used for vibration suppres-
sion: the spring, damper and mass. The spring is an elastic element that stores the potential
energy from vibration input, the damper is a dissipative element that converts the input energy
into heat, and the mass is an inertial element that stores the input energy as kinetic energy [6–8].
Both the spring and damper elements can be realised as individual vibration control devices,
while the mass is restricted by its one-terminal property, which can only be used for vibration
suppression when combining with the spring(s) and/or damper(s). Recently, the inerter [2] was
introduced as an alternative inertial element with two terminals, and the corresponding physical
device was also proven to be beneficial for vibration suppression.
In this chapter, the review of associated literature is presented to first introduce the concept
of inerter based on the analogy between the mechanical and electrical networks. Then, a large
number of theoretical applications are presented to illustrate the benefits of inerter-based
vibration suppression approach in multiple areas. This is followed by further review of the
research on the inerter physical realisations; as well as the modelling and testing of inerter device
realisations. In the end, based on the previous results and identified problems, the motivation for
this work will be explained.
2.2 The inerter concept
The inerter is a novel element for vibration control in mechanical system, which was introduced
by Smith in 2002 [2]. Different from the mass element, the inerter has two terminals, with the
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property that the applied force is proportional to the relative acceleration across the element
terminals [9].
The concept of inerter was inspired by the force-current analogy between the mechanical and
electrical networks [10], which can be represented by the following correspondences [2]:
Mechanical Electrical
Force (F) ⇐⇒ Current (I)
Velocity (v) ⇐⇒ Voltage (V )
Mechanical ground ⇐⇒ Electrical ground
Kinetic energy ⇐⇒ Electrical energy
Potential energy ⇐⇒ Magnetic energy
Spring (k) ⇐⇒ Inductor (L)
Damper (c) ⇐⇒ Resistor (R)
Mass (m) ⇐⇒ Capacitor (C)
As it is shown, in the mechanical network, the two-terminal connected elements spring (k) and
damper (c) are equivalent to the inductor (L) and resistor (R) in the electrical network. However,
the mass element in mechanical network has only one terminal due to the relative velocity across
it is always zero, which generally does not correspond to the capacitor in electrical network with
two terminals. The inerter was introduced to complete the analogy between these two networks.
Based on the definitions of through and across variables in [10], the force (F) and current (I)
are through variables that require only one measurement point inside the system, while the
velocity (v) and voltage (V ) are across variables that are measured by the difference between two
points outside the system (e.g. terminals). These concepts can be used to link the corresponding
elements, respectively, and preserve the topological connection between the mechanical and
electrical networks [11].
With the inerter involved, the analogy is updated as illustrated in Fig. 2.1, where the
admittance Y (s) is defined as the ratio of applied force on the element (F) to relative velocity
across the element (∆v = v2 −v1) and s denotes a complex number [2]. The defining force through
each element has the proportional relationship with the relative displacement, acceleration
and velocity for the spring, inerter and damper, respectively. The corresponding proportional
coefficients are stiffness (k), inertance (b) and damping (c), with units of N/m, kg and Ns/m. The
symbol of inerter is chosen to be a flywheel, which will be used throughout this work.
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Figure 2.1: Analogy between mechanical and electrical networks with corresponding element
symbols and definition equations with admittance Y (s) as proposed in [2].
2.3 Applications of inerter
The inerter was first used in the suspension of Formula One racing car in 2005, where it helped
McLaren team to win the Spanish Grand Prix. However, the name ‘J-damper’ was known by
public until a few articles in Autosport revealed the true identity of the inerter in 2008, e.g. [3, 9].
After, the promising benefits of incorporating inerter(s) into vibration suppression systems have
been demonstrated in various applications, which spread over a wide range of areas. Selected
literature is reviewed in this section, including railway engineering, civil engineering aerospace
engineering and automotive engineering.
2.3.1 Railway engineering
Using inerter in train suspension systems was investigated using one-wheel train model by
Wang et al. [12], with conclusions confirming the advantages on both the passenger comfort and
dynamic wheel load by applying higher-order controller. The realisation of optimum admittance
was also proven to be achievable through Bott-Duffin methods. Meanwhile, Wang and Minkai [13]
successfully verified the benefits for lateral stability of train suspension system employing inerter
with 12 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) train model and 16-DOF train model. Further work carried
out by Wang et al. [14] with a 28-DOF full-train model, concluded that the critical speed, settling
time and passenger comfort can be all effectively improved, compared with the conventional
suspension layout. Subsequently, Jiang et al. [15] investigated the 7-DOF plain-view train model
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and found that the reduction of lateral body movement and acceleration can be achieved by
employing the inerter into the secondary train suspension systems. Also, the study of side-view
model proved the benefits of using inerter to raise the vertical ride comfort. Afterwards, Jiang et
al. [16, 17] continued to investigate the two-axle railway vehicle models. The results indicated
that up to 39% and 12.2% improvement of the lateral and vertical ride comfort can be potentially
obtained by employing the inerters in both the lateral and vertical suspensions. Recently, a work
by Lewis et al. [18] proves that incorporating inerter in the lateral suspension of trains is able to
improve the passenger comfort by up to 43% and reduce the track wear at the same time.
2.3.2 Civil engineering
Since the inerter was introduced, a large amount of studies have been carried out on the potential
benefits to employ inerter (or similar inertial device) in the vibration suppression systems of
the civil engineering structures. Wang et al. [19] identified the potential improvement due to
using inerter in 1-DOF and 2-DOF building models to reduce the vibrations caused by traffic
and earthquakes. An advanced tuned mass-damper-inerter (TMDI) was introduced by Marian
and Giaralis [20]. In comparison with the traditional tuned mass-damper (TMD), this TMDI
could reduce the vibration from randomly support-excited chain-like structural systems with
lighter weight, alternatively, it could improve the performance with the same total weight. In the
meantime, Lazar et al. [21] studied the potential of reducing the vibrations from base excitation
inputs, such as earthquakes, by using the Tuned-Inerter-Damper (TID) in a multi-storey building
model. In the work of Brzeski et al. [22], a device connecting the additional viscous damper
and inerter to the TMD was introduced and the influence of the attachment stiffness was also
assessed. Another Fixed-Size-Inerter (FSI) concept was proposed by Zhang et al. [23] to diminish
the maximum relative displacement of the 3-storey building, and the earthquake input signals
was used to validate the performance benefits of the proposed device. More recently, the benefits
of replacing TMD with lighter TMDI to reduce the peak top-floor acceleration resulting from
wind-induced oscillations was verified by Giaralis and Petrini [24].
Moreover, Lazar et al. [25] investigated the possibility to replace the viscous damper (VD) by
TID to control the vibration of the bridge cables. The results confirmed advantages of the TID,
including the ability to overcome the maximum level modal damping limitation provided by the
VD when connected to a specified position. Afterwards, a systematic approach was presented
by Luo et al. [26] to identify the beneficial vibration controller layout for the cable vibration
suppression. Applying this methods, several optimum inerter-based layouts were identified and
verified to improve the cable critical damping ratio when compared with the traditional VD.
2.3.3 Aerospace engineering
In the work by Dong et al. [27], the inerter involved in the suspension system was found to be
able to improve the shimmy of landing gear performance. The torsional vibration models with
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and without lateral flexibility were both studied to conclude that the inerter could effectively
reduce the corresponding natural frequency and settling time within certain range of inertances.
Subsequently, incorporating inerter to the landing gear shimmy-suppression device was further
studied by Li et al. [28] to identify the advantage of inerter involved layouts when compared
to the optimised spring-damper layout. The results demonstrated the 16.7% decrease of peak
amplitude and up to 57.3% improvement of the settling time for the torsional-yaw motion.
Following this work, Li et al. [29] also investigated the benefits of two proposed inerter-based
layouts for shimmy-suppression device on a main-landing-gear (MLG) system. This research
showed reduced lower bound on the maximum zero-shimmy region and raising the maximum
width in damping of the zero-shimmy region. Furthermore, adding the additional inerter into the
landing gear shock strut was proven to be beneficial for the touchdown performance, by Li et al.
[30], while the improvements of the strut efficiency, maximum strut load, and maximum strut
stroke were identified as well.
2.3.4 Automotive engineering
The performance benefits in passive vehicle suspensions employing inerters has been identified
by Smith and Wang [31]. The root-mean-square body acceleration (ride comfort) J1, dynamic tyre
load (tyre grip) J3 and dynamic load carrying (handling) J5 performances of a quarter-car model
were studied with various inerter involved suspension struts (layouts S2-S8 in Fig. 2.2), and
compared with the conventional strut (layout S1 in Fig. 2.2). The optimisation results showed
that up to 10% improvements can be achieved. Similar results were obtained for the full-car
model simulations. It is noted that the listed strut layouts in Fig. 2.2 are commonly adopted for
vehicle suspension investigations, where the S1, S3, S4 will be particularly studied in Chapter 3
for heavy vehicle application. In 2009, Scheibe and Smith [32] analytically solved the global
optima of the J1, J3 criteria and their combination. In comparison with of the same strut layout
as in [31], the optimisation results of J1 and J3 in [31] therefore can be proved as global optima
for different sets of parameter values. More importantly, the analytical solution based on the
quarter-car model parameters and the suspension static stiffness were much less time-consuming
than the previous numerical optimisation studies for other sets of vehicle parameters. Kuznetsov
et al. [33] also found the analytical solution for optimisation of the ride comfort based on the ISO
2631 standard. Subsequently, Li et al. [34] carried out the multi-objective parametric optimisation
of the J1, J3 and suspension deflection M3 criteria, where M3 is measured by the standard H2
norm of the suspension relative displacement. The Chebyshev goal programming approach was
used to balance these 3 objectives. The numerical results showed that the proposed inerter-based
suspension improves J1 and J3, while keeping M3 constant when compared with the conventional
passive suspension. In the meantime, Hu et al. [35] investigated all combinations of any two of
the performance measures J1, J3 and M3. The conclusions also indicated that the suspension
deflection could be set as a constraint to maximise the improvement of J1 and J3.
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Figure 2.2: Candidate suspension strut layouts for vehicle applications as introduced in [31].
Furthermore, the semi-active vehicle suspension with inerter were studied by Zhang et al.
[36] and Chen et al. [37], comparing these with the ordinary semi-active suspension and passive
suspension, respectively. Significant performance benefits of ride comfort, suspension deflection
and tyre grip were identified for the inerter-based semi-active suspension. Apart from the ride
comfort and handling performance of the passenger vehicles, the dynamic tyre load of trucks
were also investigated in [38, 39] to verify the the advantages of inerter-based suspension for
heavy vehicles. Another practical and important performance index for heavy vehicles is the
road damage, which is not only related to the economic benefits, but also affects the safety of the
vehicles and passengers. Therefore, a numerical case study of the truck suspension design to
minimise road damage will be presented in Chapter 3 to provide an evidence of the promising
applications of the inerter-based suspensions in automotive area.
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2.4 Physical realisation of inerters
The physical realisations of the inerters may be classified into two main types, the flywheel-based
and the fluid-based. For flywheel-based inerters, multiple physical realisations were introduced
with model parameters identified via experimental testing [40–45]. Effects of nonlinearities of
these realisations, such as backlash and friction, were also investigated [12, 46]. On the other
hand, the helical-tube fluid inerter, as a typical fluid-based design, was initially discussed in
[4]. It has the advantages of durability, structural simplicity and low cost, compared to the
flywheel-based design. In addition, there are also other alternative designs of the inerter, such as
the combined hydraulic-mechanical and mechatronic inerters [47, 48].
2.4.1 Flywheel-based inerter
In this class, there are mainly two types of designs for the flywheel-based inerter. One is the
rack-and-pinion inerter, which was first introduced together with the inerter concept by Smith
[2]. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the flywheel is driven by the piston rod (terminal 2) moving through a
rack, pinions and gear. The ratio of the inertance to the overall mass depends on the size of the









where γ is the radius of the flywheel, r3 is the radius of the flywheel pinion, r2 is the radius of
the gear wheel, r1 is the radius of the rack pinion and v̇ is the relative terminal acceleration.















to mass ratio. A major advantage of inerter is that it can generate large inertial force while
keeping small the overall mass of the device. To this end, all the rack-and-pinion parameters can
be simply adjusted to meet the expected inertance requirements.
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the rack-and-pinion inerter adopted from [2].
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the ball-screw inerter adopted from [40].
The other design is the ball-screw inerter, which was proposed later in [49]. As the schematic
shows in Fig. 2.4, the flywheel is fixed to the nut, and the moving ball screw drives the nut and







where p is the pitch of the screw. Therefore, the inertance to mass ratio is equal to γ2(2π/p)2, in
which the γ and p are adjustable to alter the inertance.
The prototypes of both designs were build in Engineering Department of Cambridge Univer-
sity [40] as shown in Fig. 2.5, and patented by Malcolm [49] The experimental testing was carried
out to verify the admittance of the two prototypes by using the standard hydraulic damper test
rig. A buffer network of parallel spring-damper was employed in series with the tested inerter. It
was used to overcome the nonlinear issues caused by the backlash in the device. With the updated
model incorporating the optimised levels of backlash, the admittance of the tested devices was
demonstrated to be the same as for the ideal inerter within the frequency from 1 to 10 Hz.
Figure 2.5: The prototypes of the rack-and-pinion inerter (left) and the ball-screw inerter (right)
built in Cambridge University [40].
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Subsequently, the ball-screw design was treated as a mass amplifier and incorporated into a
new seismic control device, called Tuned Viscous Mass Damper (TVMD) [41]. This device was
tested under the excitation from real earthquake signals, and compared with the conventional
damper with the same damping value. The results illustrated the performance benefits of the
inerter-based TVMD towards the vibration reduction caused by the ground motion. The rack-
and-pinion inerter was built and tested in a vehicle suspension system under the quarter-car
test rig by Wang et al. [42]. It was shown that the passenger comfort can be improved by the
inerter-based suspension when compared with the conventional suspension for the frequency
range from 2 to 8 Hz. Another novel TMD device introduced by Brzeski et al. [43] incorporated
the rack-and-pinion inerter in combination with a Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT).
The prototype of such design was then built and the frequency response curve (FRC) of the TMD
employed in the 1-DOF damped structure was tested and compared with the structure without
the device [44]. The results evidenced the beneficial damping properties of this inerter-based
TMD and the corresponding numerical model was also validated. Further work was carried by
Lazarek et al. [45] to identify the parameters of the previously proposed model and study the
efficiency of the TMD. The robustness of the model was verified through free and forced vibration
tests. The proposed device was shown to be effective for the wide range of vibration suppression
conditions.
Furthermore, the nonlinearities of the ball-screw inerter were investigated by Wang and
Su [46], including the friction, backlash and elastic effects. With the identified properties, the
corresponding nonlinear model of the inerter was also presented and used to analyse the influence
of these nonlinearities on the performance of the vehicle suspensions. It was concluded that the
ride comfort, dynamic tyre loads and load carrying are negatively affected when compared to
the ideal inerter-based suspension, however, still better performance than for the conventional
spring-damper suspension was indicated. In the later work by Wang et al. [12], the similar
influence was identified against the passenger comfort and the dynamic wheel load of the train
suspension system.
2.4.2 Fluid-based inerter
The most common design of the fluid-based inerter is the helical-tube fluid inerter, which was
introduced by Swift et al. [4] with the schematic shown in Fig. 2.6. The inertance here is generated
by the acceleration of the fluid mass flowing through the external (tube) channel. The initial
model of this design was established to consider the various damping effects, compressibility of
the fluid as well as the device inertance. Then, the corresponding prototype was built and tested
to verify the proposed model under the constant strut velocities and sinusoidal strut displacement
with various sets of amplitudes and frequencies. Also, the influence of temperature, fluid types
and tube dimensions on the identified values of the leakage damping and the effective stiffness
were studied. Apart from the durability and structural simplicity, the ease of integration with the
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existing damper constructions is another advantage of the helical-tube fluid inerter. Therefore,
several designs, which integrate both fluid inertance and orifice induced damping, were proposed
[4]. As shown in Fig. 2.7(a), a flow restriction (using a shim stack or a pressure relief valve) can be
added at one end of the helical channel to provide an extra damping in parallel to the inertance.
Alternatively, a flow restriction can be realised by a variable orifice or shim stack in the piston,
which generates an adjustable damping in series to the inertance, as shown in Fig. 2.7(b). Both
designs are useful for vibration suppression applications, as the achievable damping properties
have been fundamentally altered and expanded. Several patents presenting the mechanism of
those fluid inerter devices have been filed as well [50–52].
Figure 2.6: The schematic of the helical-tube fluid inerter adopted in [4].
Figure 2.7: The schematic of the alternative designs for the helical-tube fluid inerter with (a) a
tube flow restriction and (b) an orifice in the piston (right) adopted in [4].
Subsequently, a similar fluid-based inerter with rectangular spiral bypass pipe was developed
and tested by Matsuoka et al. [53] towards the vibration reduction in civil engineering structures.
The seismic tests were carried out on a 3-storey structure to confirm the benefits of this device
14
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for reducing the peak accelerations and relative displacements of the structure. The inertance
properties of the helical-tube fluid inerter were investigated also in [54] by means of experimental
verification of the inertance model for the prototype (shown in Fig. 2.8) with different tube sizes
and pitch of the helix. The damping characteristics, and potential improvements for vehicle
dynamics were also studied in [5]. A nonlinear model of fluid inerter was taken into a full-car
suspension model to investigate the potential improvement on reducing body accelerations by
optimisation of the suspension parameters. The influence of the nonlinear damping and friction
with regards to the vehicle suspension performance were further analysed by Shen et al. [55].
It was found that no significant detrimental effects were observed except for the worsened
performance at low frequencies. More recently, Deastra et al. [56] employed the fluid inerter in
the Parallel Viscous Inerter Damper (PVID) to constitute a novel structural vibration suppression
system, whilst a customised approach was presented to select the main inerter parameters to
provide the expected properties. This approach was then applied to a seismic vibration control
case [57], which investigates the benefits of employing the fluid-inerter based TMD on a bases
isolation of buildings. Additionally, the research by Titurus [58] developed a full nonlinear
dynamic model of the device with fluid-induced damping, stiffness, and inertia effects. This
approach identified the links between different types of liquid-based vibration control devices
and highlighted the significance of the nonlinear damping and compressibility phenomena in
these devices.
EACS 2016 – 6th European Conference on Structural Control Sheffield, England: 11-13 July 2016
Paper No. 199
Figure 2: Labelled photograph of the experimental set-up
Figure 3: Inerter set-ups for phase 0&1 (left), phase 2 (centre) and phase 3 (right)
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Figure 2.8: The helical inerter prototype built at University of Sheffield [54].
2.4.3 Other realisations
The combined hydraulic-mechanical inerter was introduced in [47] as an alternative design of the
inerter. This concept is mainly composed of a hydraulic cylinder and hydraulic motor, with the
schematic and prototype shown in Fig. 2.9. The inertance is generated through conversion of the
linear motion of the piston rod to the rotational motion of the flywheel which is connected to the
15
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hydraulic motor. To validate the proposed model, the prototype was tested and compared with
the simulations. As a conclusion, the hydraulic inerter was deemed to be effective in delivering
the designed performance.
Figure 2.9: The hydraulic inerter schematic (left) and prototype (right) built at the Department
of Mechanical Engineering, National Taiwan University [47].
Figure 2.10: The schematic of the mechatronic strut [59].
Another design consisting of a ball-screw inerter and permanent magnet electric machinery
(PMEM) was introduced by Wang and Chan [48]. This mechatronic strut combines the mechanical
and electrical admittance to achieve the high-order control network. The performance benefits of
such device were experimentally verified towards the use in the vehicle suspension [59], full-train
system [14] and optical table [60], respectively and compared with their corresponding nonlinear
models.
A similar electromagnetic inertial mass damper (EIMD) was built by Nakamura et al. [61].
This design connected the ball-screw to a electric generator. The ability of the EIMD to suppress
the structural vibration (e.g. earthquake) was investigated using shaking table tests of the
3-storey and 15-storey shear building models. The results showed the reduction of the story drifts
and accelerations by the EIMD when compared with the conventional dampers.
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2.5 Summary and Motivation
The literature review in Section 2.2 explains the principle of inerter concept and discusses the
novelty of this concept based on the analogy between the mechanical and electrical networks.
Then, various applications of the inerter in multiple fields demonstrate the advantages of using
inerter for vibration suppression systems in Section 2.3.
Subsequently, the common physical realisations of inerters, their models and tests, are
discussed in Section 2.4. The pure mechanical flywheel-based inerter has been specifically
discussed along with its variety of mechanism designs, e.g. rack-and-pinion and ball-screw,
as well as widely used applications, including the road vehicles, rail vehicles and structures.
However, certain disadvantages are noted for the flywheel-based inerters, such as the excessive
wear of transmission mechanism, which is the key factor restricting the real applications of the
inerter-based vibration absorbers.
The fluid-based inerter was introduced and improved durability and simplicity of the design
was highlighted. Additionally, the helical-tube fluid-based design has inherent damping effects,
which facilitates easy integration with the conventional dampers. All of these advantages indicate
promising development of the fluid-based inerter for the future applications. Currently, there
are only limited studies focused on the fluid-based inerter. It can be seen from previous work
by Swift et al. [4] that noticeable discrepancies between experimental results and available
theoretical models existed, in particular, for the damping effects. On the other hand, similar to
all the relevant studies [5, 54–57], the models in [4] were developed for the specific fluid inerter
design parameter settings. This means that when one or more of the design parameters change,
for example, the tube length, tube diameter or helix diameter, there is limited confidence in
the resulting model’s accuracy. Consequently, it is generally not practical to use this type of
non-generalisable models for shock absorber design.
Therefore, this work aims to establish a modelling methodology for the fluid-based inerters
with verified accuracy, while allowing the key design parameters to change within their pre-
defined ranges. Such type of model is termed as generalisable models in this work. Furthermore,
to take full advantage of the inherent damping, a few designs combining additional orifice induced
damping with the fluid-based inerter have been proposed in [4]. However, no detailed modelling
study characterising the dynamic properties for these devices was given to date. Therefore, by
using the newly established modelling methodology, this work will also establish a generalisable











NUMERICAL CASE STUDY: TRUCK SUSPENSION DESIGN TO
MINIMISE ROAD DAMAGE
3.1 Overview
Before the work on modelling methodology for fluid inerter based vibration suppression, the first
piece of my PhD work is a numerical case study of truck suspension design to minimise road
damage. This demonstrates the advantage of employing inerter in vehicle suspension applications.
It is important since the results of this case study can be considered as a strong evidence to show
the promising development of inerter devices. In addition, the results could also facilitate the
modelling process of the inerter-based devices by specifying the prospective range of the working
frequency and amplitude in applications, as well as the optimum network topology based on
spring, damper and inerter with certain parameters.
3.2 Background
Road damage caused by heavy vehicles is a serious problem experienced worldwide. Maintenance
of the UK road network during 2017/2018 cost approximately £1.2 billion [62]. Whilst this is
partially attributable to ungovernable factors such as bad weather, the vertical tyre force from
heavy vehicles has been identified as a significant source of road damage [63]. The static tyre
force is determined by the vehicle’s weight, but the dynamic tyre force depends inter alia on the
suspension system and is one of the most critical causes of road damage [64].
The ‘dynamic load coefficient’ [65] is known as the first criterion used to measure dynamic
tyre force. However, the effect of correlation between axles (whereby rear wheels encounter the
same road profiles as the front wheels after a speed-dependent delay) on heavy vehicles has
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not been taken into account by this measure. To achieve a more realistic evaluation, the ‘road
stress factor’ [66] is defined, based on the fourth power of the dynamic tyre forces in frequency
domain. Subsequently, the effect of ‘spatial repeatability’ [67] has been identified to describe the
phenomenon of aggregate peak dynamic tyre forces on certain points along the road surface. The
95th percentile aggregate fourth power force (J95) was proposed to be the corresponding road
damage index and has been adopted in many relevant works [68, 69].
The possibility of reducing road damage by adjusting the spring stiffness and damping rate
in conventional passive truck suspensions has been investigated by Cole and Cebon [67], as
well as Yang et al. [70]. More significant benefits can be obtained from active and semi-active
suspensions have also been identified in a series of works [71–73]. For more commonly used
suspension performance criteria, such as ride comfort and handling, many studies have been
carried out on both passive suspensions [74–80] and (semi-)active suspensions [81–91]. A good
summary can be found in the literature [92]. In general, the (semi-)active approach can provide
more significant improvements. However, passive suspensions are still attractive in being less
expensive and more reliable.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.4, inerters have been shown to be beneficial for ride comfort,
handling and dynamic tyre load of road vehicles. The investigation of road damage J95 reduction
was not yet studied. Comparing to the previous study of truck road damage reduction based
on conventional passive suspensions [67], this case study aims to illustrate systematically the
potential for road damage reduction offered by inerter-based suspensions. Three simplified truck
models are investigated: quarter-car, pitch-plane and roll-plane models. While the correlation
between road damage and vehicle speed are considered for both half-vehicle models. Besides,
the typical nonlinearities due to leaf springs are further studied. The influence of incorporating
leaf spring to the road damage is identified and compared with the results of linear analysis.
The design of suspension systems for road vehicles (especially for trucks) is often subject to
constraints such as space, weight and cost. Hence in this study, it is chosen to focus on two
low-complexity inerter-based suspension layouts, which will be compared with conventional
parallel spring-damper layout.
3.3 Performance criterion and candidate suspension layouts
In this section, the J95 road damage criterion [67] will be recalled using a quarter-car model as an
example. The derivation of J95 for the pitch-plane and roll-plane models will be discussed in the
next section after each model being explained. This performance index is adopted by the present
study. Candidate suspension layouts and the optimisation approach used are then presented.
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3.3.1 Road damage index calculation
Consider a typical quarter-car model with conventional parallel spring-damper suspension layout
shown in Figure 3.1, where zr, zu and zs represent vertical displacements of road surface, axle
(unsprung mass mu), and vehicle body (sprung mass ms) respectively. The suspension strut
consists of a spring with stiffness ks and a damper with damping cs. The tyre is assumed to be a
linear spring with stiffness kt, while the damping effect of the tyre is ignored in this study due to
the research focus on suspension.
Figure 3.1: A quarter-car model with conventional parallel spring-damper suspension layout.
Based on Newton’s second law and taking Laplace transforms, the equations of motion for the
sprung and unsprung masses are (s denotes complex number frequency, and ˆ denotes Laplace
transform):
mu ẑus2 = kt(ẑr − ẑu)− cs(ẑu − ẑs)s−ks(ẑu − ẑs) (3.1)
ms ẑss2 = cs(ẑu − ẑs)s+ks(ẑu − ẑs) (3.2)
The first step in derivation of the road damage index (J95) is the calculation of dynamic tyre
force based on specified road inputs. Eq. (3.3) shows a single-sided spectrum (SZr ) introduced by








where ω is the angular frequency, V is the vehicle speed, w is the spectrum slope, and G0 is
the road roughness. The value of G0 is typically between 0.03×10−6 to 0.5×10−6 m0.5s−2 for
motorways and 0.5×10−6 to 30×10−6 m0.5s−2 for minor roads [93]. In this study, G0 is chosen to
be 0.5×10−6 m0.5s−2, while w is 1.25.
Based on the assumption of linear tyre stiffness, the dynamic tyre force is proportional to the
tyre deflection, which is calculated by subtracting road displacement from axle displacement. To
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obtain axle displacement, Newland [94] derived the direct spectral density of axle displacement
(SZu ) by applying the formula between the input and output spectral density for a linear system:
SZu (ω)= HZr Zu (ω)∗SZr (ω)HZr Zu (ω)T (3.4)
where ∗ denotes complex conjugate, T denotes matrix non-conjugate transpose, and HZr Zu (ω)
is the transfer function between road input (zr) and axle output (zu), which can be derived by




= kt(ks + css+mss
2)
mumss4 + (mu +ms)css3 + (ktms + (mu +ms)ks)s2 + cskts+kskt
(3.5)
The cross-spectral densities between road input and axle output are defined as:
SZr Zu (ω)= SZr (ω)HZr Zu (ω)T (3.6)
SZu Zr (ω)= SZr Zu (ω)∗ (3.7)
Then the spectral density of the dynamic tyre force can be derived as:
SF (ω)= HZrF,ZuF (ω)∗SZr ,Zu (ω)HZrF,ZuF (ω)T (3.8)




SZr (ω) SZr Zu (ω)
SZu Zr (ω) SZu (ω)
]
(3.9)
and HZrF,ZuF (ω) is the frequency response transfer function between tyre deflection and dynamic






The aggregate fourth power tyre force SA4 is defined as [94]:
SA4(ω)|ω>0 = 16Fs6SF (ω) (3.11)
SA4(ω)|ω=0 = Fs8δ(ω) (3.12)
where Fs is the static tyre force, and δ(ω) is Dirac delta function.
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Subsequently, the standard deviation of aggregate fourth power tyre force σA4 is derived to be









SA4(ω)|ω=0 dω = Fs4 (3.14)
Following the results by Cole and Cebon [67], the road damage index is defined as the 95th




In this study, the adopted road damage index J95 is calculated for a given speed V , road
surface profile (G0,w), and vehicle model (mass, suspension parameter values).
3.3.2 Candidate suspension layouts
Three low-complexity linear passive suspension layouts S1, S2 and S3 are shown in Figure 3.2(a),
(b) and (c), respectively representing a conventional parallel spring-damper layout, a parallel
inerter-damper-spring layout and a series inerter-damper in parallel with a spring layout.
Figure 3.2: Candidate suspension layouts.
The admittance Y (s) of each suspension layout is defined as the strut force (F) divided by the
strut relative velocity (v) in the Laplace domain, given by:
• S1: Y1(s)= Fv =
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• S2: Y2(s)= Fv =





• S3: Y3(s)= Fv =
ks(ẑu − ẑs)+ css×bs
2






As a common nonlinear component in heavy vehicles, it is important to test the influence of
leaf springs on road damage performance. One of the most frequently used models of leaf spring
was introduced in the book [95], in which an empirical equation was used to characterise the
force-deflection relationship:
Fi = FENVi + (Fi−1 −FENVi )e−
|δi−δi−1 |
β (3.16)
In Eq. (3.16), for δi > δi−1,
FENV = kuδ+Fu
and for δi < δi−1,
FENV = klδ+Fl
where Fi, Fi−1 and δi, δi−1 are the spring force and displacement during the current and
previous time steps, FENVi is the upper and lower boundary for the envelope of the measured
force-deflection curves, β is a spring parameter describing the rate of hysteresis as the force
approaches the boundary of the envelope and differs for ascending and descending deflections, ku
is upper envelope stiffness, kl is lower envelope stiffness, Fu is upper envelope friction, and Fl is
lower envelope friction.
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Figure 3.3: Typical force-deflection characteristics of a leaf spring.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the force-deflection characteristics of a typical leaf spring [95]. It is
clear that the spring rate changes continuously during compression and extension.
3.3.3 Optimisation approach
For each vehicle model, across a wide range of stiffness values, Matlab was used to calculate the
standard deviation of aggregate fourth power tyre force. For linear models this was carried out in
the frequency domain as per Eq. (3.13), across a frequency range from 0.2 Hz to 30 Hz with step
of 0.2 Hz and assuming a vehicle speed of 22 m/s (80 km/h), similar to the approach used by Cole
and Cebon [67]. Non-linear leaf spring models were necessarily studied in the time domain, for
which a time interval of 20 seconds with sample time 0.01 seconds was used. In both domains,
Matlab’s fminsearch algorithm was used to calculate the damper (cs) and inerter (b) values which
minimised the road damage value J95. It is also noted that the stiffness of a monoleaf steel
spring is typically 2 MN/m to support the self-weight of the truck within a reasonable suspension
deflection, while the stiffness of a typical air spring is around 0.4 MN/m and can be adjustable.
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3.4 Optimisation results for linear suspension layouts
3.4.1 Optimisation results for a quarter-car model
A quarter-car model with 2 degrees-of-freedom (DoF) is shown in Figure 3.4, which is used to
describe the bounce motion of a heavy truck [67]. The model has sprung mass ms of 4500 kg,
unsprung mass mu of 500 kg, and tyre stiffness kt of 2 MN/m. Its suspension with admittance
Y (s) can be selected from the three candidate layouts introduced in the previous section.
Figure 3.4: A heavy truck quarter-car model.
Based on Newton’s second law and taking Laplace transforms, the equations of motion for
the sprung and unsprung masses are:
mu ẑus2 = kt(ẑr − ẑu)−Y (s)(ẑu − ẑs)s (3.17)
ms ẑss2 =Y (s)(ẑu − ẑs)s (3.18)








mumss4 + (mu +ms)Y (s)s3 +ktmss2 +Y (s)kts
(3.19)
The corresponding road damage is calculated based on Eq. (3.15). The optimisation results
for this quarter-car model are plotted in Figure 3.5 across a wide range of stiffness for the three
candidate suspension layouts. Figure 3.5(a) shows the optimised J95 values, while Figure 3.5(b)
displays the percentage improvements of S2 and S3 compared with S1, respectively. The improve-
ment of J95 increases with stiffness for both S2 and S3. In the latter case the road damage is
reduced by about 12% for a stiffness of 2 MN/m, which represents the stiffness of typical leaf
springs for a heavy vehicle. Figures 3.5(c) and 3.5(d) present the corresponding optimum damper
and inerter values respectively. At very low stiffness values, inerters are found to be incapable
of reducing road damage, hence optimal inerter values are then infinity for S3 and zero for S2,
yielding similar road damage to the S1 case. It is also notable that the parallel S2 layout requires
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Figure 3.5: (a) The optimum road damage J95, together with (b) corresponding percentile improve-
ments, (c) optimum damper values, and (d) optimum inertance values of candidate suspension
layouts for a quarter-car model.
less damping and lower inertance than the series S3 layout, which is to be expected because the
displacements (and hence velocities and accelerations) across the terminals of the damper and
inerter will generally be greater in the parallel case. Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) show that S3 has
better performance than S2 over the whole range of stiffness. But for a given loading or stiffness
value, S3 needs much higher inertance, which may have practical or financial implications. It is
worth pointing out that in the work by Smith and Wang [31], the r.m.s dynamic tyre load, which
represents the tyre grip performance, was studied for S1-S3. Due to the close link between these
two performance indices, similar trends of the optimisation results for both performance indices
are expected.
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3.4.2 Pitch-plane model analysis
A pitch-plane model with 4 DoF is shown in Figure 3.6 to describe both the pitch and vertical
motions of a heavy truck. The parameters of this model are specified based on the same heavy
truck in the previous subsection, including half-truck sprung mass ms = 9000 kg, front/rear
unsprung masses mu1 = mu2 = 500 kg, and front/rear tyre stiffness kt1 = kt2 = 2 MN/m (as in the
work [67]). The distances between the centre of gravity of the sprung mass to both suspensions
are defined to be identical: a = 4 m, and the sprung mass is assumed to be uniformly distributed
over its length, with ratio r = 0.58, such that its moment of inertia Is = msabr2. The admittances
of the front and rear suspensions are assumed to be the same: Y1(s)=Y2(s), the front and rear
static tyre forces Fs1 and Fs2 are also equal.
Figure 3.6: A heavy truck pitch-plane model.
Four equations of motion can be constructed as below, corresponding to pitch and vertical
motions of the masses:
mu1 ẑu1s2 = kt1(ẑr1 − ẑu1)−Y1(s)(ẑu1 − ẑs +aθ̂s)s (3.20)
mu2 ẑu2s2 = kt2(ẑr2 − ẑu2)−Y2(s)(ẑu2 − ẑs −aθ̂s)s (3.21)
ms ẑss2 =Y1(s)(ẑu1 − ẑs +aθ̂s)s+Y2(s)(ẑu2 − ẑs −aθ̂s)s (3.22)
Isθ̂ss2 =−aY1(s)(ẑu1 − ẑs +aθ̂s)s+aY2(s)(ẑu2 − ẑs −aθ̂s)s (3.23)
In this pitch-plane model, the road inputs zr1 and zr2 represent the vertical road disturbances
of the front wheel and the rear wheel, respectively. The axle outputs zu1 and zu2 denote the
vertical displacements of the unsprung mass at the front and rear axles respectively. The vehicle
body outputs θs and zs represent the rotational and vertical displacements of the sprung mass.
To derive the value of road damage index J95 for this pitch-plane model, the direct spectral
densities of axle displacements (SZu ) needs to be extended as there are now two road inputs and
two axle outputs [94]:
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where HZr Zu (ω) here is a matrix of frequency response functions, including four transfer functions
between road inputs (zr1 and zr2) and axle outputs (zu1 and zu2) based on Eqs. (3.20) to (3.23).
Matrix P(ω) represents the relations between each of the road displacement inputs, which are








where T12 represents the time delay between road inputs to the front and the rear axle that can
be derived from the vehicle speed and the wheelbase (2a) of the vehicle:
T12 = 2aV (3.26)
Then the matrix SZr ,Zu (ω) in Eq. (3.8) needs to be updated to include all the terms for direct
and cross-spectral densities of two road inputs and two axle outputs:
SZr ,Zu (ω)=

SZr1Zr1(ω) SZr1Zu1(ω) SZr1Zr2(ω) SZr1Zu2(ω)
SZu1Zr1(ω) SZu1Zu1(ω) SZu1Zr2(ω) SZu1Zu2(ω)
SZr2Zr1(ω) SZr2Zu1(ω) SZr2Zr2(ω) SZr2Zu2(ω)
SZu2Zr1(ω) SZu2Zu1(ω) SZu2Zr2(ω) SZu2Zu2(ω)
 (3.27)
and the frequency response transfer functions (HZrF,ZuF (ω) in Eq. (3.8)) between tyre deflections
and dynamic tyre forces are extended to:
HZrF,ZuF (ω)=
[
kt1 −kt1 0 0
0 0 kt2 −kt2
]
(3.28)
The aggregate fourth power tyre force SA4 is defined for two correlated tyre forces [94]:
SA4(ω)|ω>0 =
∑









indicates the sum of all the elements of the matrix, ⊗ indicates element by element
multiplication, Fs j is static tyre force on the jth tyre, and Fs12 is a matrix that includes all the
static tyre forces:
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Having modified the above expressions, the road damage index J95 is again calculated through
Eq. (3.15) for the pitch-plane model. According to Eqs. (3.25) and (3.26), there will be a correlation
between vehicle speed and road damage. With fixed suspension stiffness ks1 = ks2 = 0.4 MN/m and
fixed suspension damping cs1 = cs2 = 10 kNs/m, the minimum road damage that can be achieved
by only optimising inertance b for suspension layouts S2 and S3 are plotted in Figure 3.7 versus
vehicle speed, compared with the road damage caused by conventional layout S1. The plots
of road damage with correlated inputs and outputs display peaks at some speeds across the
ascending curve of road damage, while the value for the case without correlation (when P(ω) is an
identity matrix) grows monotonically with speed. Such differences demonstrate the effect of the
interaction between the vehicle’s front and rear axles on road damage, which can be explained
by a wheelbase filtering effect related with the model’s natural frequencies. For example, there
is a pitch mode at 2.35 Hz, which equates to 18.8 m/s for a wheelbase of 8.0 m, at which speed
the ratios of correlated to uncorrelated road damage are approximately local maxima for each of
S1-S3. Hence, as a simple design approach for heavy vehicle manufacturers, placing the front
and rear wheels in different wheel paths may effectively reduce the road damage. Meanwhile,
the optimum road damage for suspension layout S3 illustrates that the achievable reduction of
road damage by inerter-based suspensions varies with speed.
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For brevity, the optimisation results for the pitch-plane model will be discussed together with
roll-plane model in the next subsection for all three candidate suspension layouts.
Figure 3.8: A heavy truck 4-DoF roll-plane model.
3.4.3 Roll-plane model analysis
For the roll-plane case, due to the more serious road damage caused by rigid axle structures
[67], it is more persuasive to choose this axle type for investigation. In order to calculate the
dynamic tyre force for road damage assessment, a 4-DoF roll-plane model of a heavy truck is
depicted in Figure 3.8. The parameters of the model are selected based on a single axle of a
typical heavy truck, therefore the model is symmetrical and all the parameters are identical
for both sides. Similar assumptions are adopted to those in the study by Cole and Cebon [67]:
pitch-plane correlation between axles and load transfer within the axles are neglected during
the analysis for simplicity. The parameters of this roll-plane model are specified from the same
heavy truck in the previous subsections with a typical rigid axle suspension, including half-truck
sprung mass ms = 9000 kg, single axle unsprung mass mu = 1000 kg, distances between tyres
and unsprung mass roll centre l t = 0.925 m, distances between suspensions and sprung mass roll
centre ls = 0.5l t = 0.4625 m, height of sprung mass roll centre hs = 2 m, height of sprung mass
centre of gravity hsr = 0.6 m, and tyre stiffness kt = 2 MN/m. In addition, we assume that the
unsprung mass roll centre is at ground level, hence the height of unsprung mass centre of gravity
hu = 0.5 m.
The vertical and angular equations of motion for both the sprung and unsprung masses are
shown below:
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ms ẑss2 =Y (s)(ẑu − ẑs − lsθ̂s − lsθ̂u)s+Y (s)(ẑu − ẑs + lsθ̂s + lsθ̂u)s (3.32)
mu ẑus2 = −Y (s)(ẑu − ẑs − lsθ̂s − lsθ̂u)s−Y (s)(ẑu − ẑs + lsθ̂s + lsθ̂u)s
+kt(ẑr1 − ẑu + l tθ̂u)+kt(ẑr2 − ẑu − l tθ̂u)
(3.33)
Isθ̂ss2 =−lsY (s)(ẑu − ẑs − lsθ̂s − lsθ̂u)s+ lsY (s)(ẑu − ẑs + lsθ̂s + lsθ̂u)s (3.34)
Iuθ̂us2 = lsY (s)(ẑu − ẑs − lsθ̂s − lsθ̂u)s− lsY (s)(ẑu − ẑs + lsθ̂s + lsθ̂u)s
−l tkt(ẑr1 − ẑu + l tθ̂u)+ l tkt(ẑr2 − ẑu − l tθ̂u)
(3.35)
where θs is sprung mass roll angle, zs is sprung mass vertical displacement, θu is unsprung mass
roll angle and zu is unsprung mass vertical displacement. For consistency with the variables
specified in the derivation of road damage index J95, the corresponding zu1 and zu2 are expressed
by combining l t with θu and zu (assuming sin(θu)≈ θu when θu is small):
zu1 = zu −θul t (3.36)
zu2 = zu +θul t (3.37)
Also the moments of inertia (Is and Iu) for the sprung and unsprung masses are assumed to
be:
Is = msls2 +ms(hs −hsr)2 (3.38)
Iu = msl t2 +mshu2 (3.39)
The vehicle’s left and right wheels are subject to road excitations on a homogeneous and
isotropic random surface. Therefore, the matrix P(ω) in Eq. (3.24) representing the relationship















where n is wave number, Γ(.) denotes the gamma function, and Kw(.) denotes the modified Bessel
function of order w. Additionally, due to the lack of correlation between the two road inputs, the
aggregate fourth power force SA4 reduces to:
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(c) Optimal damper setting
















(d) Optimal inerter setting
Figure 3.9: (a) Optimum road damage J95 of suspension layout S1 for each model. (b) comparison
of percentile improvements against S1 in optimum road damage, (c) corresponding optimum
damping (c) and (d) inertance values (b) of candidate suspension layouts for the quarter-car,
pitch-plane and roll-plane models.
SA4(ω)|ω>0 =
∑
16Fs6 ⊗SF (ω) (3.42)
Optimisations were carried out to achieve minimum road damage following the procedure in
the section of ‘Optimisation approach’. For the quarter-car, pitch-plane and roll-plane models,
the optimum values of road damage index J95 for layout S1 are demonstrated in Figure 3.9(a).
The general trends of the results for both pitch-plane and roll-plane models are similar to those
for the quarter-car model discussed before. However, for the pitch-plane model the road damage
is reduced, which must be attributable to the effect of correlation between front and rear axles.
The percentile improvements of J95 for layouts S2 and S3 in comparison with S1 for each vehicle
model are plotted in Figure 3.9(b). It is clear that the improvements are further enhanced in
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half-vehicle models, except for soft suspensions with stiffness approximately less than 0.7 MN/s
for the S3 layout in the pitch-plane model. For roll-plane model, both S2 and S3 layouts can
reduce road damage across a wider range of stiffness than for pitch-plane and quarter-car models.
Meanwhile, greater road damage reduction is achieved by the S3 layout across the majority of
the stiffness range for all three models. The corresponding values of damping and inertance
for optimum J95 are shown in Figure 3.9(c) and 3.9(d), respectively. Figure 3.9(d) shows that
generally lower inertance values are optimal for pitch-plane than for quarter-car models. The
nearly infinite value of inertance for low stiffness values reveals approximately a rigid rod.
Therefore S3 works similarly to S1 below stiffness of 0.5 MN/s for the pitch-plane model. In
addition, in contrast to the pitch-plane model with S2 and S3 layouts, the required damping
and inertance for roll-plane models are larger compared to S1 layout. The reason could be the
superimposed dynamic tyre force from the interactive road inputs across the rigid axle.
3.5 Optimisation results of models with leaf spring
nonlinearities
The previous investigations were carried out in the frequency domain. In order to assess the effect
of nonlinear leaf springs, time domain Simulink models for the pitch-plane and the roll-plane
were developed.
In the time domain, the road profile needs to be time dependent. Based on Eq. (3.3), a white










where f0 denotes lower boundary of frequency ( f0 = 0.2 Hz is chosen in this study), V is the
vehicle speed (V = 22 m/s similar to Section 3.4), and w(t) represents a random time-dependent
white noise.
Using Eq. (3.16), a Simulink model was built with the deflection of the suspension as its input
and the force produced by a leaf spring as its output. The random road inputs give rise to variable
amplitudes of spring deflection for each cycle, but all the parameters in Eq. (3.16) are sensitive to
the amplitude of deflection and the preload. The road damage was optimised for three different
sets of leaf spring parameters (shown in Table 3.1) corresponding to soft, medium and relatively
stiff leaf springs respectively, based on the parameters in the relevant literatures [95, 98, 99].
The optimised results for S1, S2 and S3 for each of these three leaf springs are listed in Table 3.2.
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It is also worth mentioning that the fixed time step is used when run the simulation due to the
values of β are chosen as constant.
Table 3.1: Three sets of parameter values for typical soft, medium and stiff leaf springs.
Parameters Leaf spring 1 Leaf spring 2 Leaf spring 3
(soft) (medium) (stiff)
ku (MN/m) 0.58 1.35 2.06
kl (MN/m) 0.47 1.14 1.77
Fu (kN) 15.8 36.5 55.4
Fl (kN) 11.5 29.0 46.0
β (mm) 2.03 1.03 0.1
Table 3.2: Optimum road damage, together with corresponding damper and inerter values for
the pitch-plane and the roll-plane models based on three sets of leaf spring parameters (%
improvement are given in bracket compared with S1).
Leaf Layout Pitch-plane Model Roll-plane Model
spring Road Damage Damping Inertance Road Damage Damping Inertance
J95 cs (kNs/m) b (kg) J95 cs (kNs/m) b (kg)
1
S1 1.66 28.5 N/A 1.71 41.4 N/A
S2 1.66 (0%) 28.5 0 1.71 (0%) 41.4 0
S3 1.66 (0%) 27.7 16622 1.71 (0%) 40.7 52000
2
S1 1.93 41.2 N/A 1.83 44.2 N/A
S2 1.93 (0%) 41.2 0 1.83 (0%) 44.1 0
S3 1.78 (7.7%) 45.8 3888 1.80 (2%) 51.1 10705
3
S1 2.54 79.3 N/A 2.30 80.8 N/A
S2 2.10 (17.3%) 46.7 1303 2.08 (9.6%) 41.0 3437
S3 2.05 (19.3%) 111.3 5354 2.02 (12.2%) 101.1 8248
The general trends of road damage are similar to those from the frequency-domain analysis
for pitch-plane and roll-plane models with linear springs: at low values of stiffness (leaf spring 1),
layouts S2 and S3 do not provide any benefit over S1, but at intermediate and high stiffness (leaf
springs 2 and 3), layout S3 in particular reduces road damage by up to 19.3% for the pitch-plane
model and 12.2% for the roll-plane model. It is also worth mentioning that smaller damping is
required for a given reduction in road damage since the damping effect of leaf springs contributes
to the total damping force. There are some other uncertainties that may affect the results, such
as the amplitude sensitivity of the leaf spring parameters, which means the current optimised
suspension parameters will vary when the amplitude of road input changes. Furthermore, one
example is shown in Fig. 3.10 to show the effect of nonlinear leaf spring 2 to the dynamic tyre
force for the pitch-plane model, compared with a linear spring with the stiffness assumed to be
mean value of the leaf spring 2 as 1.25 MN/m. The red and blue curves represent the dynamic
tyre force produced with leaf spring and linear spring, respectively. As the curves are largely
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overlapped for both the suspension layout S1 and S3, there is no apparent influence caused by
the nonlinearities of leaf spring with regards to the aggregated dynamic tyre forces.
   
(a) S1                                                            (b) S3  










































Figure 3.10: Pitch-plane dynamic tyre forces with leaf spring and linear spring for suspension
layouts (a) S1 and (b) S3.
In terms of the investigation of the leaf spring in both pitch-plane and roll-plane models,
the road damage improvements are not strongly affected by this nonlinear factor, especially the
benefit obtained for the pitch-plane model, which is even bigger than the linear model for very
stiff suspension.
3.6 Summary
This study demonstrates that road damage can be significantly reduced by incorporating inerters
into the suspension systems of heavy trucks. Matlab’s fminsearch algorithm was used to determine
the values of suspension elements (i.e. spring, damper and inerter), which minimise the J95
road damage index. The reduction in road damage increases with the stiffness of the suspension
system. For the quarter-car model, with stiff suspension systems (as used by heavy trucks),
the inerter-damper series configuration (S3) and inerter-damper parallel configuration (S2) are
predicted to deliver more than 11% and 7% improvement respectively. For pitch-plane models
these values can reach 17% and 9%, and for the roll-plane models 13% and 9% are achievable.
Similar levels of improvement have also been shown to arise when the leaf-spring nonlinearities
are incorporated into inerter-based suspensions. Therefore, it has been shown that there are
promising benefits for reduction in road damage by incorporating the inerter element into truck
suspension systems.
In summary, this case study provide confidence for the development of the inerter-based
vibration suppression devices, based on the verified benefits obtained by employing the inerter.
Furthermore, as the results show, the inerter-damper series configuration (S3) always provides
better improvement, compared with the parallel configuration (S2), which exactly inspires and
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NETWORK REPRESENTATIONS OF FLUID-BASED INERTER AND
FLUID-INERTER INTEGRATED DAMPING DEVICE
4.1 Overview
This chapter first modifies an analogy between the mechanical and hydraulic networks. This is
useful to the modelling of fluid-based vibration suppression devices, such as the conventional
hydraulic damper and the fluid-based inerter. Then the working principle of fluid-based inerters
is explained. Analysis of the possible flow paths in the fluid-based inerter is used to form the
hydraulic network of the device. By applying the network synthesis method [100], an equivalent
mechanical network can be obtained. Following the same procedure, the linear lumped parameter
models of the fluid-inerter integrated damping (FID) device are also derived.
4.2 Analogy between mechanical and hydraulic networks
For modelling of the fluid-based devices, it is important to have the analogy between the mechan-
ical and hydraulic networks, which could be helpful to facilitate the better understanding of the
dynamic behaviour of the devices. With the mass element being replaced by the newly introduced
inerter, the analogy between the mechanical and electrical networks has been completed [2]. It is
inspired by this modification that the existing analogy between the mechanical and hydraulic
networks could be similarly updated.
4.2.1 Hydraulic network analysis
Consider a through-rod cylinder that consists of two chambers and a symmetric piston, both
chambers are fully filled of homogeneously distributed compressible fluid, and they are connected
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originally presented in [5,14,18]. The characteristic and novel aspect
of the work presented here is the combined experimental–numerical
approach to the study of the modified full-scale damper. The main
contributions of this work, as perceived from the aerospace point of
view, are related to the successful implementation, modeling, and
correlation of the damper within a specified excitation framework.
The wide range of topics associated with modeling, implementation,
testing, simulation, and model-test correlation is discussed in this
paper. This work was completed as a part of the Rotor Embedded
Actuator Control Technology project, a Technology Strategy Board
sponsored program funded by the Department for Business,
Innovation, and Skills in the United Kingdom.
Section I of this paper surveys the area of semiactive damper
research and places the current work in the wider context of previous
research. Section II introduces general modeling topics with
particular focus on the specifics of the modified hydraulic damper.
The laboratory test configuration, the modified damper, and its
mathematical model are described in Sec. III. The experiments and
testing philosophy, based on periodic modulation of the damper flow
restrictor, are presented in Sec. IV. Section IV.C presents a qualitative
correlation study between the experimental data and the analytical
model, as well as an analysis of the model performance achieved.
II. Modeling of the Semiactive Hydraulic Damper
A. Baseline Model of the Symmetric Hydraulic Damper
Aclass of hydraulic damperswith symmetric pistons is assumed in
this work. Symmetric action of these devices is reflected in the
nominally symmetric responses produced by the dampers during
their forced excitation. The current investigation focuses on certain
performance-related aspects of the damper operation and their
reflection in the modeling techniques, aiming to capture the essential
dynamic characteristics. The damper arrangement is presented in
Fig. 1. As indicated in this figure, some functional aspects of damper
design are not included in the model: most notably the initial damper
pressurization, low-pressure protection mechanisms, and temper-
ature variability. Figure 1a shows the general damper arrangement
with twoworking pressure chambers, a piston, and a number of flow
passages located between the two chambers. Piston-induced forced
flow of the fluid through the available flowpaths leads to a pressure
difference between two working chambers, and this difference is
perceived as a motion-resisting force acting along the piston axis.
The number of flow passages between the two working chambers
represents the nominally available flow passages, covering both
performance and operational aspects of damper use. Because of the
specific nature of the present experimental work, this paper will use a
model specialization corresponding to the situation indicated in
Fig. 1b. This figure shows a damper with two flow passages, where
one can be thought of as nominally present in the original damper
design, while the second fluid passage is amodification introduced in
the course of the current experimental activities.
Figure 1 provides a simplified schematic description of the main
damper elements. This arrangement indicates that these systems can
be seen as high-pressure closed-loop hydraulic systems operating in
direct coupling with the mechanical domain, which provides the
damper excitation. On account of this configuration, a low-order
dynamic model of the damper in Fig. 1a will be constructed using
hydraulic system theory [1]. This methodology enables the capture
of themain characteristic modes of behavior of these systems such as
flow induced nonlinearities, hysteretic behavior, elastic influences,
and many others. The mathematical model of the general symmetric
two-chamber damper setup described in Fig. 1a can be based on a
single dynamic state: the pressure difference !p! p1 " p2, where
p1 and p2 are absolute homogeneous pressures in the two damper
working chambers.
The model of the damper used here was introduced by Titurus and
Lieven [14], who presented a derivation of the model alongside
analytic investigations. The work presented in the current paper is a
direct extension of the work presented in [14]. The model of the






















where B0;eff is the constant effective bulk modulus of a hydraulic
fluid, V1 ! V0;1 " APyP and V2 ! V0;2 % APyP are the volumes of
the working chambers, V0;1 and V0;2 are the initial volumes of the
working chambers, AP is the wetted cross-sectional area of
the symmetric piston, yP ! yP#t$ is the piston displacement, NF is
the total number of fluid passages between the working chambers,
and d#'$=dtrepresents the time derivative or the rate of change of the
corresponding quantity in the brackets. Finally, Qj !Qj#!p$
represents the static pressure-flow characteristic, giving the
volumetric flow rate between working chambers associated with
the jth flowpath.
Model (1) represents a scalable alternative to the standard two-
state hydraulic damper models (e.g., [3,4]) with reduced compu-
tational load and a more obvious link with the mechanical domain
through the state of the model !p. This arrangement is made
possible due to the symmetric arrangement of the damper piston,
seen in Fig. 1a. In the hydraulic domain, essential nonlinear aspects
of the damper performance are retained such as hysteretic or nonideal
damper behavior and nonlinear pressure-flow characteristics.
Nonideal damper behavior, represented through its ability to store
and release accumulated energy, is due to nonzero effective bulk
modulus B0;eff . This quantity comprises a number of design and
physical features related to the finite stiffness of the damper
components, including the hydraulic fluid [19]. Nonlinear overall
pressure-flow characteristics result from combination of the specific
flowpath topology and the generally mixed laminar-turbulent flow
conditions in these flowpaths [14]. The scalability of model (1)
relates to the capability for its extension through inclusion of addi-
tional components such as relief valves [18]. In addition to the
working chambers used for the modeling, the damper also possesses
a) b)
Fig. 1 Generic and two-branch semiactive hydraulic dampermodels: a) generic symmetric hydraulic damperwithmultipleflowpaths, andb) hydraulic
damper with two parallel flowpaths (accumulator not modeled).
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Figure 4.1: A cylinder with piston and two ch mbers filled of fluid, and connecte by various flow
paths [101].
by various flow paths, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The bulk modulus (B) of the fluid is assumed to be






where V1 and V2 are the volume of the fluid in each chamber, δV1 and δV2 are the corresponding
changes of fluid volume, δp1 and δp2 are the corresponding pressure changes, which can be
converted to the form:
ṗ1 = BV1
V̇ , ṗ2 =− BV2
V̇ , (4.2)
where V̇ denotes the total volumetric flow rate between the cylinder chambers, including the
fluid compressibility induced flow and the flow in/out the chambers. While p1 and p2 are the
absolute pressure of the fluid in each chamber, the pressure difference between two chambers is
∆p = p1 − p2, and the time derivative is:
∆ṗ = ṗ1 − ṗ2. (4.3)
Applying Eq.(4.2) for each cylinder chamber and combine them with Eq. (4.3), the single-state














where xp and ẋp are the piston displacement and velocity, V1(xp) and V2(xp) are the variable
volumes of each chamber regard to xp, Ap is the effective area of the piston, Q j is the flow rate
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of the jth path, and NF is the number of flow paths. Therefore, the volumetric flow rate caused
by the piston moving is Qp = Ap ẋp, and QN =∑NFj=1 Q j(∆p) is the total flow rate thought the flow
paths. Further assumptions can be made to identify the characteristics of fluid compressibility
and other flow paths:
• Assumption 1: NF = 0
Assuming no physical flow path connecting the two cylinder chambers, namely QN = 0, the
flow rate caused by the piston is fully contributed by the fluid compressibility as Qp =QB,









• Assumption 2: B =∞
Due to the small mass of fluid in the external flow paths, assuming the incompressible fluid
flow through the paths, QN =Qp = Ap ẋp is obtained according to Eq.(4.4). Since the flow
rate through the paths can be specified by the static characteristics QN = q∆p [102], in the
inverse form,
∆p = q−1QN . (4.6)
where q is the coefficient regard to the characteristics of hydraulic resistances (R) or
hydraulic inertance (I), such as the pressure loss due to the orifice or the pressure difference
required for the acceleration of flow. If negligible piston inertia and seal friction are assumed,
the cylinder terminal force (Fp) and velocity (∆vp) can be estimated by,





The relationship Qp =QN =∑NFj=1 Q j reveals the parallel connection of the flow paths, which
is consistent with the Kirchhoff ’s first law, while series connected flow restrictors possess the
relationship among the pressure difference across: ∆p =∑NFi=1∆pi according to Kirchhoff ’s second
law, where NF is the number of connected elements.
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4.2.2 Force-Pressure analogy
In an earlier study, Schonfeld presented an analogy between mechanical and hydraulic systems
[104], with the correspondence illustrated as below:
Mechanical Hydraulic
Force (F) ⇐⇒ Pressure difference (∆P)
Velocity difference (∆v) ⇐⇒ Flow rate (Q)
Stiffness (k) ⇐⇒ Compliance (C)
Damping (c) ⇐⇒ Resistance (R)
Inertia (m) ⇐⇒ Inertance (I)
where the mechanical stiffness (k) indicate the amount of elastic force to resist the deformation
of the object, with the unit of N/m; the mechanical damping (c) is usually considered to be viscous
drag, which is defined as the proportional relationship between the applied force and the relative
velocity based on the property of the intermediate (e.g. the damping oil) that works against the
motion, with the unit of Ns/m; and the mechanical inertance (m) is represented by the nature of
the object to keep its state of relative rest or constant uniform motion, usually regarded as mass
of the object, with the unit of kg.
On the other side, the hydraulic compliance (C) is due to the compressibility of fluid, which is
defined as the volumetric change of fluid per unit of pressure difference, with the unit of m2/N;
the hydraulic resistance (R) is described as the pressure loss per unit of flow rate, caused by the
friction in the tube, or the flow restrictions presented in the device, such as the tube inlet/outlet
or the valves, with the unit of Ns/m5; and the hydraulic inertance (I) is stated as the pressure
difference needed for the acceleration/deceleration of the fluid flow, with the unit of kg/m4.
In this work, with the introduction of inerter element, some adjustment need to be specified
towards both the mechanical and hydraulic inertance accordingly. While the mechanical inertance
(b) replace the original inertia (m) to provide the amplified inertial effect, the hydraulic inertance
is further explained by the mass of fluid flow through the external channel, which is also phrased
as inertial track by Flower [105].
Consequently, having the mass element to be replaced by inerter, the updated analogy between
the mechanical and hydraulic network is shown in Fig. 4.2, where the mechanical inertance
and damping are equivalent to the hydraulic inertance and resistance, while the mechanical
stiffness has an inverse relationship to the hydraulic compliance. This analogy will be used for
the modelling of fluid-based vibration suppression systems. Regard to each element, the defining
relationship between the applied force and relative velocity, as well as the relationship between
the flow rate and the pressure difference are demonstrated, together with the corresponding
admittance. For hydraulic network, the admittance is defined as the pressure difference over
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the flow rate. It is also worth mentioning that, in this analogy, the symbol used for mechanical
inerter ‘ ’ is consistent with [2], while the symbols used for hydraulic resistance ‘ ’, hydraulic
inertance ‘ ’ and hydraulic compliance ‘ ’ are consistent with those defined in [104].
14 Chapter 2. Literature review
Inerter
The inerteris a mechanical two-terminal (one-port) device with the property that the exerted force
is proportional to the relative acceleration between its two terminals. This can be represented by
F = b(v̇2 − v̇1), whereb is the inertance,v1, v2 are the velocity of the corresponding terminals.
The introduction of the inerter completes the force-current mechanical-electrical analogy with
springs, inerters and dampers corresponding to inductors, capacitors and resistors, respectively














Y (s) = ks
stiffnessdF
dt = k(v2 − v1)











Y (s) = c
dampingF = c(v2 − v1)
Y (s) = R 
resistance(p2 − p1)= RQ
Figure 2.6: Force-current mechanical-electrical analogy.
by the passive mechanical networks consisting of springs, inerters and dampers by using the
network synthesis procedure shown in the previous section.
Three prototypes of the inerter have been proposed, rack-pinion inerter [3], ball-screw inerter
[65] and fluid inerter [66], which are shown in Figure 2.7 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. An
important feature of all these designs is that they can provide much larger inertance than their
real mass because of the gearing generated by the mechanism. Rack-pinion inerter consists of
rack, gear, pinions and flywheel, which drives the flywheel by the plunger sliding. It has been
employed in Formula 1 racing cars in 2005 under the name of J-damper [67]. Ball-screw inerter
can be formulated using the mechanism shown in Figure 2.7 (b), which transforms the transparent
move to the rotational one. A ball-screw inerter has been made in the University of Bristol with
the real mass of2.5 kg and the inertance of70 kg, almost30 times of the mass. However, these
inerter concepts may suffer low durability due to the gearing, especially under large periodic
forcing. The fluid inerter was introduced in [66], which may have the ability to counter this











Figure 4.2: The analo y between the mechanical and ydraulic networks, where F is the applied
force on the element.
The typical coupling mechanism between the mechanical and hydraulic system is the piston
moving axially inside the cylinder, which works as a mechanical-hydraulic converter to transform
the admittance between the networks. Consider a hydraulic resistance between he two chambers
of the cylinder shown in Fig. 4.1, the pressure difference across the piston is: ∆p = RQ according
to Fig. 4.2, then substitute Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) to get Fp = Ap2R∆vp, therefore the equivalent
mechanical damping is:
c = Ap2R. (4.9)
Applying the same approach, the equivalent mechanical inertance and stiffness are derived:
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Based on Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), the mechanical through variable Fp is proportional to the
hydraulic cross variable ∆p and similarly, the mechanical cross variable ∆vp is corresponding to
the hydraulic through variable QN . Furthermore, with the identified links between the hydraulic
and equivalent mechanical elements in Eq. (4.9)-(4.11), their series and parallel topological
connections can be similarly translated between each network. For example, assuming negligible
seals friction, piston rod inertia and fluid elasticity, consider an external tube connecting the two
chambers of the cylinder as shown in Fig. 4.3(a), when the piston moves with an acceleration, the
hydraulic resistance (R) caused by the friction loss in the tube and the hydraulic inertance (I)
because of the accelerated mass of fluid flowing through, are presented in series connection. This
is because that while the same flow rate (Q) flowing through these two elements, the pressure
difference ∆p between two cylinder chambers is produced by the accumulated pressure drops
due to the hydraulic resistance and inertance: ∆p = (R + Is)Q, then substitute Eqs. (4.7) and
(4.8) to get: Fp = (R+ Is)Ap A2∆vp, further transform the hydraulic elements to the equivalent
mechanical elements according to Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) to obtain: Fp = (c+bs)∆vp. It is obvious
the mechanical damping and inertance element are sharing the same velocity, in turn the parallel
connection between them can be deduced as shown in Fig. 4.3(b).










Figure 4.3: The transformation from (a) hydraulic series connection to (b) mechanical parallel
connection by a piston mechanism.
On the contrary, consider a given mechanical system consists of two dampers due to the
valve on piston and the friction loss through the external tube, connected in series as shown in





=∆vp. Substitute Eqs. (4.7)






= Q, then transform the mechanical damping to equivalent





=Q. It can be seen that the two resistance
produce the same pressure difference due to the equal force applied to the piston (Eq. (4.7)), and
the total flow rate through the two chambers are obtained by adding up the two branch flow
rate through each resistance with corresponding piston velocity across (Eq. (4.8)). Therefore the
parallel connection between them is deduced as shown in Fig. 4.4(b).
As the two cases illustrated, it can be seen that, when a hydraulic network has the equivalent
mechanical network, the series/parallel coupling of elements in one network is equivalent to
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(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.4: The transformation from (a) mechanical series connection to (b) hydraulic parallel
connection by a piston mechanism.
the parallel/series coupling in the other network. This is consistent with the conclusion derived
in [104], where the author stated that the equivalent mechanical and hydraulic systems are
always dual to each other, and the series/parallel connections are required to switch between two
networks as well.
The modified force-pressure analogy will be adopted for later construction of the hydraulic
and the equivalent mechanical networks in this work. Also, the mechanical elements will be
obtained based on the corresponding hydraulic counterparts by applying this analogy.
4.3 Network representation of a fluid-based inerter design
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2. Lumped parameter linear models and prototype design 
This section first explains the working principle of fluid-based inerters. Analysis of the possible flow 
paths in the fluid-based inerter is then used to form the hydraulic network of the device. With chosen 
assumptions, the theoretical model in the mechanical system can be built through the analogy between 
the hydraulic system and mechanical system. Subsequently, a prototype of helical-tube fluid inerter, 
together with the test rig is built to experimentally identify the properties of the fluid-based inerters.  
2.1 Working principle of fluid-based inerters 
The fluid-bas d inerter uses the acceleration of the mass of fluid flowing through an external chann l 
to produce axial inertance. The schematic plot of a helical-tube fluid inerter is shown in Fig. 1(a) as a 
typical design example. When the piston rod moves with velocity ∆" relative to the cylinder under an 
force # towards the left, the working fluid flows through the external channel (as helical tube in this 
example) with volume flow rate $% . The pressure inside each cylinder chamber is assumed to be 
homogeneously distributed, &%  is the absolute pressure in the left chamber and &'  is the absolute 
pressure in the right chamber. Typically, for these conditions, it can be assumed &% > &' when the rod 
is moving to the left. The pressure difference (∆& = &% − &') between two chambers is caused by the 
pressure drop across the inlet/outlet of the helical tube (∆&+,) and the pressure drop through the helical 
tube channel (∆&-). Meanwhile, from the left to right, any hypothetical gap between the piston and the 
cylinder wall can provides an alternative route for the working fluid to flow with volume flow rate	$'. 
This flow leads to a pressure drop ∆&/, where ∆&/ = ∆&. The mechanical friction due to the seals is 
neglected for the derivations of hydraulic network in Section 2.2. The mass of the piston is generally 












Fig. 1. The schematic of a helical-tube fluid inerter from (a) the side view and (b) the front view. 
2.2 Linear lumped parameter models 
A fluid-based inerter produces effects such as damping, stiffness and inertance. Consider the flow 
paths described in Section 2.1, the main branch with flow rate $% is through the external tube. This flow 
produces hydraulic inertance because of the mass of the fluid flowing through, and the hydraulic 
resistances due to the friction loss inside the tube, as well as the flow restrictions at the inlet and outlet. 
Another considered flow branch represents the flow between the piston and the cylinder walls with flow 






















Figure 4.5: Schematic of a helical-tube fluid inerter from (a) the elevation and (b) the end view
(the induced flow Q3 is no shown).
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Fluid-based inerter uses the acceleration of the mass of fluid flowing through an external
channel to produce axial inertance. The schematic plot of a helical-tube fluid inerter is shown in
Fig. 4.5(a) as a typical design example. When the piston rod moves with velocity ∆v relative to the
cylinder under a force F towards the left, the working fluid flows through the external channel
(as a helical tube in this example) with volume flow rate Q1. The pressure inside each cylinder
chamber is assumed to be homogeneously distributed, p1 is the absolute pressure in the left
chamber and p2 is the absolute pressure in the right chamber. Typically, for these conditions, it
can be assumed p1 > p2 when the rod is moving to the left. The pressure difference (∆p = p1− p2)
between two chambers is caused by the pressure drop across the inlet/outlet of the helical tube
(∆pio,1) and the pressure drop through the helical tube channel (∆ph,1). Meanwhile, from the left
to right, any hypothetical gap between the piston and the cylinder wall can provide an alternative
route for the working fluid to flow with volume flow rate Q2. This flow leads to a pressure drop
∆ps,2, where ∆ps,2 =∆p. Apart from these physical flows, an induced flow corresponding to the
compressibility effects of the fluid might also exist. Assuming no fluid flow through the external
channel when piston moves a small distance towards the left, an pressure difference between
the cylinder chambers ∆pc,3 is produced by the compression of fluid in the left chamber with
equivalent volume flow rate Q3. The fluid volume in the external channel is negligible due to its
relatively small size. Note that Q3 is not included in Fig. 4.5(a) because it does not correspond to
a specific physical path. Furthermore, the mechanical properties, such as the friction due to the
seals, are neglected for the derivations of the hydraulic networks in this chapter. The mass of the
piston is generally neglected due to its relatively low inertia.
A fluid-based inerter produces effects such as damping, stiffness and inertance. Consider the
flow paths discussed above, the main branch with flow rate Q1 is through the external channel.
This flow produces hydraulic inertance because of the mass of the fluid flowing through, and the
hydraulic resistance due to the friction loss through the channel, as well as the flow restrictions
at the inlet and outlet. Another considered flow branch represents the flow between the piston
and the cylinder walls with flow rate Q2. Furthermore, the compressibility effects of the fluid
is modelled as an additional flow path between the terminals of the hydraulic system. The
corresponding flow rate (Q3) between the working volumes is expressed based on Eq. (4.5) [103]:
Q3 = Cc,3∆ṗ, (4.12)
where Cc,3 is used to represent the effective hydraulic compliance [106], and Cc,3 = V4B when the
volume of each cylinder chamber are both assumed to be half of the total chamber volume V .
In order to establish the linear lumped parameter models in both the hydraulic and mechani-
cal domains, the relations between flow rates and pressure drops in the fluid-based inerter are
assumed to be linear at this stage. The variables Rio,1, Rh,1 and Rs,2 are defined as the hydraulic
resistances due to the inlet/outlet of the cylinder, the external channel and the leakage across the
piston, respectively. The hydraulic inertance of the mass flowing through the external channel
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is defined as Ih,1 [106]. These parameters are dependent on the fluid properties and prototype
dimensions, which will be either specified or identified in Chapter 6. Based on the schematic
shown in Fig. 4.5(a) and the considered flow branches, the hydraulic network of a fluid-based
inerter is constructed as shown in Fig. 4.6.
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between the terminals of the hydraulic system. The corresponding flow rate (𝑄3) between the working 
volumes is [19]: 
𝑄3 = 𝐶 ∆?̇?,                                                                                                                                     (1) 
where C is used to represent the effective hydraulic compliance [20]. 
     In order to establish the linear lumped parameter models in the hydraulic and mechanical domains, 
the relations between flow rates and pressure drops in the fluid-based inerter are assumed to be linear 
at this stage. The variables 𝑅+,, 𝑅- and 𝑅/ are defined as the hydraulic resistances due to the inlet/outlet 
of the cylinder/tube, the external tube and the leakage across the piston, respectively. The hydraulic 
inertance of the mass flowing through the tube is defined as 𝐼 [20]. These parameters are dependent on 
the fluid properties and prototype parameters, which will be either specified or identified in the later 
sections. Based on the schematic shown in Fig. 1(a) and the considered flow branches, the hydraulic 
network can be constructed as shown in Fig. 2, which represents a typical fluid-based inerter. The 
network notations are consistent with the symbols defined in [21] for hydraulic resistance ‘ ’, 
hyd aulic inertance ‘ ’ and hydraulic compliance ‘ ’. 
 
Fig. 2. The hydraulic network of a typical fluid-based inerter characterising the relation between the flow rate 𝑄 and pressure 
difference ∆𝑝. 
The total flow rate (𝑄) consists of individual flow rate through each branch:  
𝑄 = 𝑄% + 𝑄' + 𝑄3.                                                                                             (2) 
Similar to [20], the relations between the pressure difference between cylinder two chambers (∆𝑝) 
and branch flow rates 𝑄% and 𝑄' can then be written as: 
∆𝑝 = 𝑅-𝑄% + 𝑅+,𝑄% + 𝐼?̇?% = 𝑅/𝑄'.                                                                             (3) 
In the Laplace domain, substituting Eq. (1) and Eq. (3)  into Eq. (2), the relation between the total 
flow rate 𝑄 and pressure difference ∆𝑝 can then be derived: (𝑠 represents the complex variable and ‘^’ 
denotes the Laplace transform of the variables):   
𝑄9 = :𝑅/;% 	+ (𝑅- + 𝑅+, + 𝐼𝑠);% + 𝐶𝑠>	∆?̂?.                                                               (4) 
The terminal behaviour of an inerter device is usually characterised by the relation between the force 
through the device (𝐹) and the relative velocity (∆𝑣) (defined in Section 2.1). These variables have 
following relations with the hydraulic ones,  
𝐹=𝐴%∆𝑝,                                                                                                      (5) 
∆𝑣 = @
AB
,                                                                                                          (6) 











Figure 4.6: The hydraulic network of a fluid-based inerter characterising the relation between
the total flow rate Q and pressure difference ∆p.
According to Kirchhoff ’s first law, the total flow rate (Q) consists of individual flow rates
through each branch:
Q =Q1 +Q2 +Q3. (4.13)
Bas d on th relat on hips for each hydr ulic element shown in Fig. 4.2, the pressure differ-
ence between the cylinder’s two chambers (∆p) can then be written as branch flow rates (Q1 and
Q2) related:
∆p = Rh,1Q1 +Rio,1Q1 + Ih,1Q̇1 = Rs,2Q2. (4.14)
In the Laplace domain and under zero initial condition, substituting Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (4.14)
into Eq. (4.13), the relation between the total flow rate Q and pressure difference ∆p can be
derived:
Q̂ = (Rs,2−1 + (Rh,1 +Rio,1 + Ih,1s)−1 +Cc,3s)∆p̂. (4.15)
where s represents the complex variable and ’∧’ denotes the Laplace transform of the variables.
The terminal behaviour of an inerter device is usually characterised by the relation between the
force through the device (FH) due to the hydraulic elements (abbreviated in the present study as
‘hydraulic force’) and the relative terminal velocity (∆v). These variables have following relations
with the hydraulic ones,
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where A1 is the effective piston area. Substituting Laplace transforms of Eq. (4.16) and Eq. (4.17)











)−1 + (Rh,1 A12 +Rio,1 A12 + Ih,1 A12s)−1 +Cc,3 A1−2s
(4.18)
Notice that Eq. (4.18) now describes the terminal force-velocity behaviour of the device. If
relevant network synthesis techniques (e.g. [100, 107]) are applied to Eq. (4.18) , the solution is
not unique, which means multiple networks can be obtained. However, in order to link every
mechanical component directly with the corresponding hydraulic component in Fig. 4.6, each
hydraulic variable is transferred to its mechanical counterpart. In this way, the equivalent






ch,1 + cio,1 +bh,1s
)−1 +kc,3−1s , (4.19)
where the mechanical inertance bh,1 = Ih,1 A12, mechanical stiffness kc,3 = A12
/
Cc,3 , and me-
chanical damping cio,1, ch,1, cs,2 is equal to Rio,1 A21, Rh,1 A
2
1 and Rs,2 A
2
1, respectively. The links
are consistent with Eqs. (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) that are identified based on force-pressure analogy.
It is worth pointing out that, following this procedure, the topology of the hydraulic network
(Fig. 4.6) will always be the dual to the equivalent mechanical network (Fig. 4.7). This is because
the mechanical through variable FH [10] is proportional to the hydraulic cross variable ∆p and
similarly, the mechanical cross variable ∆v is corresponding to the hydraulic through variable Q,
see Eq. (4.16) and Eq. (4.17).
Additionally, in Fig. 4.7, v1 and v4 are the velocities of each device terminals, where the
relative terminal velocity ∆v = v4 −v1; and v2, v3 represent internal velocities of the equivalent
mechanical network. Variables ∆vh,1, ∆vb,1 and ∆vio,1 are introduced to represent the relative
terminal velocities of ch,1, bh,1 and cio,1 in Fig. 4.7. Since these elements share the same terminals,
∆vh,1 =∆vb,1 =∆vio,1 = v3 −v2. The advantage of the proposed procedure is that each flow rate
through Rs,2, Cc,3, Rio,1, Rh,1 and Ih,1 in the hydraulic network relates to the relative velocity
across cs,2, kc,3, cio,1, ch,1 and bh,1 in the mechanical network, respectively, with the following
equations,
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.  (7) 
Notice that Eq. (7) now describes the terminal force-velocity behaviour of the device. Although, 
there are various networks can be drawn based on Eq. (7), to enable each mechanical element can be 
directly linked with corresponding hydraulic property inside the fluid-based inerter device, this 
equivalent mechanical network is drawn, as shown in Fig. 3, where mechanical inertance S = 6	1%', 
mechanical stiffness T = 1%'/4 , and mechanical damping V+, , V- and V/ equal 2+, 1%' , 2- 1%' and 
2/1%
', respectively. The symbol used for inerter ‘ ’ is consistent with [1], other symbols are the same 
as in [21].  It is worth to point that since the mechanical through variable F [22] is proportional to the
hydraulic cross variable ∆& (Eq. (5)), and similarly the mechanical cross variable ∆" is corresponding
to the hydraulic through variable $ (Eq. (6)). Hence, the topology of the hydraulic network (Fig. 2) 
will always be the dual to the equivalent mechanical network (Fig. 3) [23]. 
Fig. 3. The mechanical network of a typical fluid-based inerter characterising the terminal force-velocity behaviour. 
Additionally, in Fig. 3, "% and "W are the velocities of each device terminals, where the relative 
terminal velocity ∆" = "W − "%; and "', "3 represent internal velocities of the equivalent mechanical 
network. Variables ∆"-, ∆"X and ∆"+, are introduced to represent the relative terminal velocities of V-, 
S and V+, in Fig. 3. Since these elements share same terminals, ∆"- = ∆"X = ∆"+, = "3 − "' . 
Following above procedure, each pressure drop across (and the flow rate through) 2/, 4, 2+,, 2- and 6 
in the hydraulic network is directly linked with the force through (and relative velocity across) V/, T, 
V+,, V- and S in the mechanical network, respectively. Hence, following relations also hold, 
"3 − "' =
@B
AB
H,  (8) 




"W − "3 =
@Y
AB
H.  (10) 
2.3 Prototype and test rig design 
The prototype of a typical helical-tube fluid inerter was built at the University of Bristol for the
purpose of testing, as shown in Fig. 4. It uses the independent helical tube coil, which is easy to replace 
the helical tubes with various diameters and bend radiuses for comprehensive test requirements. The 
additional ball valves can partially isolate the cylinder chambers and helical tube channel, which enable 
fluid filling and helical tube replacement. Also, the built-in pressure gauges are designed to precisely 
record the working fluid pressures at the inlet and outlet of the helical tube. The long tube and the
cylinder with larger bore size both enlarge the strut force of the prototype, thus increasing the sensitivity














Figure 4.7: The equivalent mechanical network of a fluid-based inerter characterising the relation
between he hydraulic force FH and r lative terminal v locity ∆v.




∆vs,2 = v2 −v1 = Q2A1
, (4.21)
∆vc,3 = v4 −v3 = Q3A1
. (4.22)
Also, each relative pressure drop across Rs,2, Cc,3, Rio,1, Rh,1 and Ih,1 in the hydraulic network
relates to the force through cs,2, kc,3, cio,1, ch,1 and bh,1 in the mechanical network, in the similar
way.
4.4 Network representation of a fl id-inert r integrated
damping (FID) device
In a typical ydraulic damper, t re is usually a valve or a few valves in the piston (called piston
valve in this work), which are used as a flow restriction feature to provide hydraulic resistance
when the piston moves relative to the cylinder. This hydraulic resistance results in a damping
force across the device terminals. The FID device is a combination of the hydraulic damper and
the fluid-based inerter, which allows the damping and inertance effects to be combined in a single
device.
Based on the fluid-based inerter in Section 4.3, in order to incorporate the property of the
hydraulic damper, a new flow path through the piston valves is introduced as shown in Fig. 4.8,
which results in an additional flow path with flow rate Q4 shown in Fig. 4.9. In the corresponding
hydraulic network in Fig. 4.9, the hydraulic resistance Rv,4 is present because of the pressure loss
across the flow restrictions at the valves. It corresponds to the damping effect cv,4 in the equivalent
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(a)                                                   (b) 
                     
 













Cylinder Piston  External Tube 
Figure 4.8: The schematic diagrams for a FID device.
mechanical network. The remaining part of this subsection focuses on establishing the equivalent
mechanical network (Fig. 4.10) for the FID device. The same approach for the establishment of
Fig. 4.7 as the one used in Section 4.3 will be applied. Hence the procedure is only described
briefly here. It is worth mentioning that when the linear assumptions on hydraulic elements
do not hold, the stated relations between hydraulic and mechanical element values do not hold
either. However, the defined network transformation relations between hydraulic variables (flow
rate and pressure difference) and mechanical variables (force and velocity difference) still hold.
This point will be discussed in details below.
             
(a)                                                   (b) 
                     
 























𝐹  𝑝1 𝑝2 
Figure 4.9: The corresponding hydraulic network of the FID device in Fig. 4.8.
In order to reveal the topological connection of different elements in mechanical domain for
the FID device shown in Fig. 4.8, the relations between the flow rates and pressure drops are
assumed to be linear at this stage. Therefore, as the corresponding hydraulic network shown
in Fig. 4.9, the relationships between the pressure difference ∆p and branch flow rates can be
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𝐹H 𝐹H 








𝑣3 𝑣1 𝑣5 
Figure 4.10: The equivalent mechanical network of the FID device in Fig. 4.8.
written based on the relationships for each hydraulic element shown in Fig. 4.2,




Q3δt = Rv,4Q4. (4.23)
Since the total flow rate Q =Q1 +Q2 +Q3 +Q4, with assumption of zero initial condition, the
relation between Q and ∆p can then be written in the Laplace domain as:
Q̂ =
((
Rh,1 +Rio,1 + Ih,1s
)−1 +Rs,2−1 +Cc,3s+Rv,4−1)∆p̂, (4.24)
Subsequently, the admittance function that characterises the terminal force-velocity be-





(Rh,1 +Rio,1 + Ih,1s)−1 +Rs,2−1 +Cc,3s+Rv,4−1
= 1
(Rh,1 A12 +Rio,1 A12 + Ih,1 A12s)−1 + (Rs,2 A12)−1 +Cc,3 A1−2s+ (Rv,4 A12)−1
.
(4.25)
As before, multiple mechanical realisations can be obtained to realise the admittance func-
tion Eq. (4.25) by applying different network synthesis procedures, e.g. [100]. The equivalent
mechanical network shown in Fig. 4.10 is chosen because of the direct relationship between the
mechanical elements and the hydraulic elements in Fig. 4.9, which is similar to the network
synthesis in Fig. 4.7. Correspondingly, Eq. (4.25) can be rearranged as:
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(ch,1 + cio,1 +bh,1s)−1 + cs,2−1 +kc,3−1s+ cv,4−1
, (4.26)
where cv,4 is the piston valve damping due to the hydraulic resistance Rv,4. Based on Eqs. (4.9),
(4.10) and (4.11), it can also be defined that the inertance bh,1 = Ih,1 A12, stiffness kc,3 = A12
/
Cc,3 ,




1 and Rv,4 A
2
1, respectively. Similar to
the fluid-based inerter, the equivalent mechanical network of such device is always in dual to the
hydraulic network [108]. It is worth mentioning that when the linear assumption of hydraulic
properties does not hold, these component transformation relationships will not hold.
Apart from the apparent advantage of relating each hydraulic element with the corresponding
mechanical element, another important benefit of using this network synthesis approach to
obtain the mechanical network is that according to the duality between the hydraulic and derived
mechanical networks, each flow rate variable through (and each pressure drop variable across)
the hydraulic elements in Fig. 4.9 is linked with the relative velocity variable across (and each
force variable through) the corresponding mechanical elements in Fig. 4.10. For example, the
relative velocity (∆vb,1, ∆vh,1 and ∆vio,1) across the inerter (bh,1), external tube damper (ch,1)
and inlet/outlet damper (cio,1):




the relative velocity (∆vs,2) across the leakage damper (cs,2):
∆vs,2 = v2 −v1 = Q2A1
; (4.28)
the relative velocity (∆vc,3) across the fluid spring (kc,3):
∆vc,3 = v5 −v4 = Q3A1
; (4.29)
the relative velocity (∆vv,4) across the piston valve damper (cv,4):
∆vv,4 = v3 −v2 = Q4A1
. (4.30)
Similarly, each force (FhI,1, FhR,1, Fio,1, Fs,2, Fc,3 and Fv,4) through the mechanical elements
equals the piston area (A1) times the corresponding pressure drop (∆phI,1, ∆phR,1, ∆pio,1, ∆ps,2,
∆pc,3 and ∆pv,4) across the hydraulic elements (bh,1, ch,1, cio,1, cs,2, kc,3 and cv,4). It worth noting
that even when the linear assumptions of hydraulic elements do not hold, the network relations
of Eqs. (4.27) - (4.30) are still valid. This is because the topological connections of the device do




For the modelling of fluid-based vibration suppression devices, the analogy between the mechani-
cal and hydraulic systems is modified by replacing the mass element by inerter. The single-state
pressure difference model for an ideal damper is introduced with two sets of assumptions: the
compressible fluid in the chamber without the branch flow paths and the incompressible fluid
in the flow paths, which are used to identify the pressure-flow rate relationships, as well as
the corresponding piston force and velocity. Meanwhile, the transformation of admittance and
series-parallel coupling between the two networks are also discussed with two examples. The
conclusion indicates that if the hydraulic network has an equivalent mechanical network, the
hydraulic series connection will be translated to mechanical parallel connection, and vise versa.
Subsequently, followed the working principle of fluid-based inerters being explained, the
hydraulic networks of the fluid-based inerter and FID device are obtained by analysing flow
distributions. With the help of the network synthesis approach and the updated force-pressure
analogy, the equivalent mechanical networks are also derived, with each hydraulic element
directly linked with the mechanical counterpart. Besides, due to the hydraulic through variable is
linked with the mechanical cross variable, and vise versa, the hydraulic and derived mechanical
networks are dual to each other. Both the derived hydraulic and mechanical networks are











PROTOTYPES AND TEST RIG DEVELOPMENT
5.1 Overview
Based on the schematics and corresponding networks of the fluid-based inerter devices, this
chapter introduces a few prototypes of the conceptual designs. The design parameters of the
helical-tube fluid inerter are first analysed and identified, then the prototypes are developed
together with the customised test rig for experimental testing. Meanwhile, the prototypes of
the alternative designs are also presented and discussed. Furthermore, the modification of the
helical-tube fluid inerter prototype is carried out to realise the FID device, and the corresponding
test rig is updated as well. Finally, the measuring instruments in the test rig are calibrated to
prepare for the experimental testings.
5.2 Helical-tube fluid inerter
While there are various of fluid-based inerter designs, the helical-tube arrangement is the most
common design among them. A prototype of the helical-tube fluid inerter is needed for model
development of fluid-based inerter with specialised test rig. In order to build the prototype with
better representative inertance effect, the design parameters need to be scientifically selected.
Therefore, the corresponding conditions/restrictions are presented and analysed. Accordingly, the
prototype and test rig are built for experimental testing.
5.2.1 Design parameter identification
According to the schematic plot in Fig. 5.1, a helical-tube fluid inerter mainly consists of the
cylinder, external tube and working fluid. While the performance of the device is directly linked
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Equivalent mechanical network 
  
(I.c) (II.c) 
Fig. 1. The conceptual realisations’ schematic diagrams, corresponding hydraulic network, and equivalent 
mechanical network for a fluid-based inerter device (I.a-c) and a FID device (II.a-c). 
 






































Figure 5.1: Schematic of a helical-tube fluid inerter.
with the dimensions of each part and the properties of the fluid, the selections of parts and fluid
must be based on the expected performance of the prototypes. Along with the introduction of
inerter, Smith [2] also raised a few conditions for the practically useful inerter to be realised:
1. The device should have a comparatively large inertance to mass ratio.
2. No terminal of the device needs to be connected to the mechanical ground.
3. The stroke of the device should be finite and linear, the dimension of the device should be
reasonable as well.
4. The device should be capable of working in any orientation or motion.
In terms of the condition 1, the target inertance of the prototype is set to be at least 200 kg,
which is approximately the mean value of the previous studied inertance [4]. Such inertance is
much larger then the mass of device that is usually below 5 kg. Regarding to the condition 2,
a through-rod cylinder is chosen to keep the constant chamber volume in the cylinder during
the moving of piston rod, while the cylinder body and piston rod are treated as two terminals
of the device. The chosen cylinder has bore size d1 = 40 mm, rod diameter d0 = 16 mm, stroke
Ls = 200 mm and chamber length L = 217 mm, which all satisfies the condition 3. Moreover, the
seal structure of the cylinder ensures the device can function adequately in any orientation as
required by condition 4.
Another important design consideration is the break frequency ( fb), which means the fre-
quency at which the dynamic behaviour of the device changes from a damping dominated response
to an inertance dominated response. Based on the results in [4], the main pa sitic damping is in
parallel with the inertance. Therefore the admittance of the ideal fluid inerter in the Laplace
domain can be written as:
F
∆v
= bs+ c′, (5.1)
where the c′ is the linearised parasitic damping coefficient at a certain frequency. In the frequency
domain, the admittance is expressed as:
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G( jω)= F( jω)
∆v( jω)
= jωb+ c′, (5.2)




ω2b2 + c′2 , (5.3)






Since the phase for ideal damping is 0° and for inerter is 90°, the break frequency ( fb) in Hz





Based on the formulae derived in [4], the inertance (b), parasitic damping force (Fc) and
corresponding break frequency ( fb) can be calculated:





















where ρ is the density of the fluid, l is the total length of the external tube, Dh = d2 (when tube is
full of fluid) is the tube hydraulic diameter, R is the tube helix radius (based on the chosen tube
coil with outer diameter of 8 mm), ∆v is the relative terminal velocity, A1 =π(d1/2)2 −π(d0/2)2 is
the effective piston area, and A2 =π(d2/2)2 is the tube cross-sectional area (for the definitions of
d0, d1 and d2 refer to Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1: The estimated parasitic damping, inertance and break frequency for helical-tube fluid
inerter with various tube inner diameters.
Descriptions Tube 1 Tube 2 Tube 3
Tubes
Tube inner diameter d2 [mm] 4 6 8
Tube helix radius R* [mm] 40.5 41.5 42.5
No. of tube turns N(total length l [m]) 10(2.36) 22(5.18) 39(9.19)
Tube thickness t [mm] 1 1 1
Cylinder
Cylinder diameter d1 [mm] 40
Rod diameter d0 [mm] 16
Fluid
Fluid density ρ [kg/m3] 1000
Dynamic viscosity µ [Pa s] 0.001
Device Properties
Parasitic damping force Fc [N] 178.4 62.7 30.5
Inertance b [kg] 208.9 204.3 203.7
Break frequency fb [Hz] 3.4 1.2 0.6
*R is measured based on the bend radius of helical tube coil in Table 5.2
In order to enlarge the inerance-dominated frequency range, namely to lower the break
frequency, three available helical tubes with inner diameters (d2) of 4 mm, 6 mm and 8 mm are
taken into consideration at a moderate velocity ∆v = 0.04 m/s (amplitude of 0.01 m and frequency
of 1 Hz). In this work, water is chosen as the working fluid due to its low compressibility
and cleanliness. Therefore, to meet the target inertance (b > 200 kg), the corresponding break
frequency fb are calculated for each tube option based on the properties of the fluid and the
dimension of the parts, as shown in Table 5.1. Although the break frequency is as low as possible
to maximise the inerter active range, the geometrical restriction of the device rejects the choice
of tube 3 (d2 = 8 mm) because the total length of the tube winding (d2 ×N = 0.39 m) is beyond
the length of the cylinder (0.247 m). Consequently, the tube with inner diameter of 6 mm (with
specifications shown in Table. 5.2) is chosen for the prototype of helical-tube fluid inerter, which
could potentially provide 204.3 kg inertance with the break frequency of 1.2 Hz.
Table 5.2: Specifications of the parts for building of the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype.
Parts Specifications
Cylinder CAMOZZI Series 60 60M6L040A0200, double-acting, through-rod,
bore d1 = 40 mm, rod diameter d0 = 16 mm, stroke Ls = 200 mm
and chamber length L = 217 mm
External tube CAMOZZI BS5409 flexible nylon recoil TRNR-1005, outer diameter
d2out = 10 mm, inner diameter d2 = 8 mm, total length l = 5.59 m
Tube coil core Perspex tube with outer diameter dout = 75 mm, and length l = 0.247 m
Ball valve CAMOZZI Type 3600 3-way L-port ball valve
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5.2.2 Prototype and test rig development
With the chosen cylinder and external tube, the prototype of a helical-tube fluid inerter is built
for the purpose of testing, as shown in Fig. 5.2. It uses the independent helical tube coil, which is
easy to replace the helical tubes with various diameters and bend radii for comprehensive test
requirements. The additional ball valves (with specifications shown in Table. 5.2) can partially
isolate the cylinder chambers and helical tube channel, which enables fluid filling and helical
tube replacement. Also, the two pressure gauges are designed to precisely record the working
fluid pressures at the inlet and outlet of the helical tube. In Chapter 6, all the theoretical and
experimental results are based on this prototype, and its design parameters are listed in Table 5.3.
It is noted that the temperature of fluid is kept approximately at 30°C according to the average
measured temperature of the cylinder shell during the tests. Additionally, it is worth mentioning
that the whole process of the prototype assembly is carried out under the water, the reason
of using this method is trying to minimise the amount of unexpected air trapped inside the
prototype, which might significantly influence the properties of the device, especially the effective
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Figure 5.2: The helical-tube fluid inerter prototype built at the University of Bristol.
As shown in Fig. 5.3, the prototype of the helical-tube fluid inerter is placed in the customised
test rig in the Automatic control and testing laboratory (ACTLab). Displacement-controlled
excitations are generated by a hydraulic actuator, which is connected to the rod of the prototype.
During the tests, the strut displacement across the prototype terminals is recorded by a Linear
Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT), which is placed in parallel with the inerter device.
This configuration minimises the recorded backlash effects from the joints between the actuator
and the prototype terminal. The strut force of the prototype is collected using a load cell, which is
located between the actuator and inerter piston rod. The two pressure gauges are placed at both
ends of the helical tube to monitor the pressure changes in the helical tube during the tests. The
specifications of the equipped instruments are listed in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.3: Design parameters of the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype.
Description Value
Piston area A1∗ (m2) 1.1×10−3
Tube area A2∗ (m2) 2.8×10−5
Helix radius R∗ (m) 0.0415
Helical tube length l (m) 5.59
Cylinder chamber length L (m) 0.217
Tube hydraulic diameter Dh (m) 0.006
Working fluid density ρ at 30◦C (kg ·m−3) 995.6
Working fluid viscosity µ at 30◦C (Pa ·s) 7.98×10−4














Figure 5.3: The test rig for the helical-tube fluid inerter.
Furthermore, in order to adjust the misalignment at the connection between the actuator and
prototype, a self aligning coupler is employed to improve the alignment. A sets of tube clamps are
used to tighten up the helical tube coil to avoid the oscillation of tube during the tests, especially
with high flow rate through the tube. It is also worth mentioning that since the seals on both ends
of the cylinder can not withstand large strut force, two seal stoppers are tailored to mechanically
reinforce the seals against large pressure produced inside the cylinder chamber.
This test rig, including the equipped prototype, will be used for the model development of
fluid-based inerter in Chapter 6.
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Table 5.4: Specifications of the instruments used in the test rig of the helical-tube fluid inerter
prototype.
Instruments Specifications
Actuator INSTRON PL25 kN Hydropuls linear hydraulic actuator, stroke: 240 mm
Load cell INSTRON 43629, dynamic rating: ±25 kN
LVDT RDP DCTH6000C, range: ±150 mm
Pressure gauge Druck PDCR 822, operating range: 15 bar
5.3 Alternative designs of fluid-based inerter
In this section, two alternative designs of fluid-based inerter are presented and discussed. Firstly,
a compact prototype of the fluid-based inerter is made with concentric tube arrangement, which
not only could be used for better demonstration of the inerter mechanism, but also reveal the
potential of such device being applied in industrial area. Secondly, a meander-tube fluid inerter is
introduced and theoretically studied towards its distinct damping property. It is worth mentioning
that both prototypes will not be used for experimental testing in this work due to the device or
facility restrictions.
5.3.1 Compact helical-tube design
The prototype presented in this subsection was modified based on the one built in 4th year group
project [109].
For better demonstration of the practical helical-tube design, a compact helical-tube fluid
inerter is built with the external tube wrapping around the cylinder concentrically. As the
prototype shown in Fig. 5.4, this symmetrical design further enhances the robust performance
of the device to function in any orientation as required by condition 4 in Section 5.2.1. The
parameters of the prototype are listed in Table 5.5, it can be seen that the inertance to mass ratio
is large enough for the device to behave as an effective inerter. It is also noted that this prototype
will not be tested in this work due to the difficulties for mounting the device to the test rig, and
the lack of flexibility for switching tubes to meet different test requirements.
Table 5.5: Parameters of the compact helical-tube fluid inerter prototype.
Description Value
Piston diameter d1 (mm) 25
Rod diameter d0 (mm) 10
Tube inner diameter d2 (mm) 6
Helical tube length l (m) 6.86
Inertance b (kg) 41.3
Inertance-mass ratio 40
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Figure 5.4: The compact helical-tube fluid inerter prototype built at the University of Bristol.
Moreover, the dimension and structure of such prototype show the potential of incorporating
inerter into the existing hydraulic damper, such as the two examples of conceptual realisations
demonstrated in Fig 5.5 for complete suspensions with (a) a mono-tube damper and (b) a twin-
tube damper, where the gas is used to compensate the volume change in damper chamber when
piston moves, and the extendable channel is used to connect the damper chamber and the
external channel. According to the schematics, the external tube channel could be conveniently
implemented to connect the two chambers of damper without influence the original stroke or
altering the overall dimension too much. This is important for the industry applications because
only the vibration suppression device with similar dimensions could directly replace the existing
one, such as the vehicle suspension strut. Besides, as shown in Fig 5.5(c), the equivalent network
represents the series connection between the damping and inertance based on the conventional
spring-damper in parallel layout, such as the strut shown in Fig. 3.2(c). The influence of adding
inertance effect into the damper device will be studied in Chapter 7 using the prototype introduced
in Section 5.4.
5.3.2 Meander-tube design
A new design of fluid-based inerter is proposed in this work with the aim of achieving different
damping characteristics, compared with the helical-tube fluid inerter. The meander-tube fluid
arrangement, as shown in Fig. 5.6(b), is designed to achieve reduced curved length for a given
length and diameter of tube, while providing similar inertance. To verify the potential reduction
of damping for meander-tube design, the theoretical damping of both design with equal tube
length are calculated and compared to each other.
Assume the total length of tube (l) same as the helical-tube design, Fig. 5.6(a), and the
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Figure 1. A traditional suspension strut (a) with the equivalent circuit (b).         
                            
Figure 2. Inertial effect combined with (a) a mono-tube shock absorber, (b) a twin-tube shock absorber, and 
their equivalent circuit (c). 
  



















Figure 5.5: Inertial effect combined in the full suspensions with (a) a mono-tube damper, (b) a
twin-tube damper, and (c) their equivalent circuit
adjacent straight tube parts are tightly compacted to each other. Therefore the bend radius of
each U-bend for meander-tube design is assumed to be equal to the outer radius of tube, which
is approximately d2/2+ t. The total length of the meander tube is l = Nulu +Nsls, where Nu is
the number of U-bends and Ns is the number of straight tubes, lu is the length of each U-bend
and ls is the length of each straight tube. Other parameters are selected based on the prototype
specifications in Table 5.3.
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1. Introduction 
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Figure 5.6: Conceptual visualisation of (a) Helical tube arrangement and (b) Meander-tube
arrangement.
The theoretical tube damping force (Fh) produced by the helical-tube design is calculated
by Fh = c′∆v, where c′ is same as Eq. (5.7). With the assumption of incompressible and laminar
flow, applying the Hagen-Poieuille formula [110] for calculation of straight tube damping, the
theoretical damping force (Fm) through the meander-tube channel is derived by adding the
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The results of both theoretical tube damping forces for helical-tube arrangement and meander-
tube arrangement are plotted in Fig. 5.7. Based on these simplified calculations, it is shown
that the meander-tube design gives lower damping over the selected velocity range. Based on
this result, it can be seen that with the similar dimension of device and same working fluid, the
meander-tube fluid inerter has potential to achieve similar inertial effect with lower parasitic
damping, compared to nominal helical-tube design.
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Figure 5.7: Theoretical tube damping of helical-tube and meander-tube fluid inerters.
Subsequently, the prototype of a meander-tube fluid inerter is built by the author, as shown
in Fig. 5.8. However, due to the difficulties to make the U-bend tube with extremely small bend
radius (d2/2+ t), as assumed before, the prototype can only be made with the parameters listed
in Table 5.6 instead. While this tube arrangement enlarges the overall dimension of the device,
the choice of tube with smaller cross-sectional area significantly increases the parasitic damping
in the tube. According to the theoretical calculation of the tube damping force produced by the
prototype with parameters in Table. 5.6, the peak terminal force could reach up to 6.03 kN at
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velocity of 0.2 m/s, which is far beyond the safety load limit of the test rig at 4.5 kN. Therefore,
the test of the meander-tube fluid inerter prototype will not be carried out in this work due to the
test rig restriction.
Figure 5.8: The meander-tube fluid inerter prototype built at the University of Bristol.
Table 5.6: Parameters of the meander-tube fluid inerter prototype.
Description Value
Piston diameter d1 (mm) 40
Rod diameter d0 (mm) 16
Tube inner diameter d2 (mm) 4
Tube bend radius R (m) 0.06
Helical tube length luNu (m) 2.86
Straight tube length lsNs (m) 2.89
Inertance b (kg) 493
Both of the two presented designs in this Section 5.3 will be considered for future research as
continuous work of fluid-based inerter.
5.4 Fluid-inerter integrated damping (FID) device
A prototype of the FID device is needed to investigate the influence of adding the valve damping
effect into the fluid-based inerter, which can be also used to facilitate the future design of any
damper device incorporating the inertance effects.
In order to obtain a generalisable model of the FID device, it is necessary to evaluate the
model validity and the device properties for different parameter values. Based on the helical-tube
fluid inerter prototype built in Section 5.2.2, to emulate the additional flow path through the
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piston valves in Fig. 4.8, a bypass channel with a needle valve shown in Fig. 5.9(a) is adopted in
parallel with the helical tube channel, to enable convenient adjustment of the valve opening. It
is worth mentioning that although the FID prototype will be built based on the structure and
specifications of the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype in the previous section, all the parts
used (e.g. cylinder, valves, tube) are completely new and independent to the previously used ones.
Therefore, the overlapped device properties (e.g. leakage damping and friction) still need to be
tested individually due to the quality variation of the manufactured parts.
As before, during the tests, the strut displacement (x) is recorded by the LVDT mounted in
parallel with the cylinder, and the strut force (F) is measured by the load cell which is connected
between the piston rod and actuator. In addition, two pressure gauges are placed at the two
intersections between the valve branch and helical tube branch. The measuring instruments
are the same as those used in Section 5.2.2 with specifications shown in Table 5.4. A schematic
diagram for this design is shown in Fig. 5.9(b). The ball valves 1 and 2 at the inlet and outlet
of the cylinder are used to isolate the cylinder chambers from the needle valve and helical tube
channels. With this setup, the cylinder properties, such as the leakage damping, can be tested
separately from the external flow paths. They also allow different helical tube coil tests with
various dimensions, without the need to refill the entire system. Two additional ball valves 3 and
4 are used at both ends of the helical tube channel, which can be closed when the needle valve
needs to be tested separately. For clarity of other components, the ball valves are not marked in
Fig. 5.9(a). The parameters of this prototype are listed in Table 5.7. Since some of the parameters
will be changeable, their corresponding values will be discussed in Chapter 7. It is also worth
mentioning that although the cylinder used in this FID prototype has the same parameters with
the one used in Section 5.2.2, the friction due to the seals and the leakage across the piston still
need to be identified since individual cylinder might has distinct properties.
Table 5.7: Parameters of the FID prototype.
Description Value
Piston area A1∗ (m2) 1.1×10−3
Tube area A2∗ (m2) (Dh/2)2π
Helix diameter D∗ (m) 0.075−0.11 (refer to Table 7.2)
External tube length l (m) 3.88−11.96 (refer to Table 7.2)
Tube hydraulic diameter Dh (mm) 4−8 (refer to Table 7.2)
Working fluid density ρ at 30 ◦C (kg ·m−3) 995.6
Working fluid viscosity µ at 30 ◦C (Pa ·s) 7.98×10−4
*shown in Fig. 5.9(c)
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Figure 5.9: The FID test rig (a) with adopted needle valve setup (shown in a red circle inset), and
corresponding schematic diagram with (b) the elevation and (c) the end view of the device.
5.5 Calibrations
The calibration of the measurement instruments are the basic guarantee of the accurate data
collection during the experimental tests. While some of them can be restored from the calibration
settings, others need to be manually calibrated.
5.5.1 Load cell
The load cell used in the test rig has stored was calibrated by the engineers from INSTRON.
Before each test, the RS LabSite-modulogic software is used to restore the calibration settings to
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ensure the accurate recording of the load values in the tests.
5.5.2 LVDT
The Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) is used to record the displacements of the
prototype moving rod. The voltage bandwidth of ±10 V is set for calibration of the LVDT with
the displacement range of ±150 mm. According to the reference micrometer (measurement), the
displacement (x) of LVDT is incrementally increased from -150 mm to 150 mm with increment of
10 mm, and the corresponding ouput voltage (V ) was recorded. The results are plotted as the
red circles in Fig. 5.10 and the best-fit linear relationship was obtained as V = −0.065x+0.1,
based on the collected data. In order to verify the calibrated result, the calibration is repeated
reversely to decrease the displacement from 150 mm to -150 mm with the same increment, and
the recorded voltage are plotted by the blue crosses. It can be seen from Fig, 5.10, the calibrated
relationship is satisfactory for both directions without observation of any obvious backlash effect.
























   Best fitted line: y = - 0.065*x + 0.1
Figure 5.10: The calibration curve for LVDT.
5.5.3 Pressure Gauge
The two pressure gauges are used to measure the pressure difference across the external tube.
Following the specification of the transducer, the linear relationship is set between the voltage
signal of 0 to 10 V and pressure of 0 to 15 Bar (with minor graduation of 0.001 Bar). To validate
this relationship and the accuracy, the pressure gauge is inserted into a water tank as shown in
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Fig. 5.11. The corresponding pressure p at various heights of water h are recorded and plotted
in Fig. 5.12 for both transducers. It is also worth mentioning that since only the instantaneous
pressure difference ∆p across the flow branch is needed during the tests, the transducers were
not calibrated to show the absolute pressure values, and the initial pressure is always set to
0 Bar before the test. According to the formula of p = ρgh, the relationship between the recorded
pressure and the height of water should be linear as demonstrated by the two best-fit lines based
on the collected data. Furthermore, the differences ∆p between the recorded pressures at two
heights of water (h = 135 and 185 mm for pressure gauge 1, h = 54 and 135 mm for pressure
gauge 2) are compared with the calculated actual pressure differences as shown in Table 5.8. The
results validate the accuracy of the pressure gauges.
Figure 5.11: The setup for calibration of the pressure gauge.
Table 5.8: The calibration results of the pressure difference correspond to the height difference of
water.
Pressure Gauges 1 Pressure Gauges 2
Recorded pressure difference ∆p (Bar) 0.005 0.007
Actual pressure difference ∆p (Bar) 0.005 0.007
5.6 Summary
A prototype and test rig of a helical-tube fluid inerter are developed with systematically selected
design parameters, which will be used for experimental testing to develop the model of fluid-based
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Figure 5.12: The calibration of the pressure gauges.
inerter in Chapter 6. For demonstration of the practical design, an alternative prototype of the
helical-tube fluid inerter is built in small scale. The conceptual designs of incorporating such
device into the the existing damper are also discussed. In the meantime, an new design with
meander tube arrangement is theoretically studied with respect to the parasitic damping, and
the corresponding prototype is made for future tests. Subsequently, the FID device is realised
by modifying the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype by adding an additional flow path with
adjustable needle valve, which will be used for model development of FID device in Chapter 7.
Finally, to prepare for the experimental testing, the measuring instruments in the test rig are











FLUID-BASED INERTER MODEL DEVELOPMENT
6.1 Overview
In this chapter, based on the fluid-based inerter model constructed in Section 4.3, the friction,
stiffness and various damping effects are identified for the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype built
in Section 5.2.2, by static and dynamic testing. Then the dynamic response of the established full
model at different amplitudes and frequencies are compared with the corresponding experimental
testing data for model verification. The remaining discrepancies for the modelling and verification
are also analysed.
6.2 Friction and damping effects identification
In this section, the friction and damping effects of the fluid inerter prototype are experimentally
tested and then identified. Constant velocity tests are carried out to produce the steady-state
responses. Each test uses a triangular wave of displacement to excite the free end of the prototype,
producing constant strut velocities in both directions. Note that the transient responses can
also be used for parameter identification, and there could be unsteady flows occurs during the
transient stage, such as the oscillating flow in the tube [111–114] when changing of flow direction
frequently. In this work, it is decided to focus on the steady-state response with the purpose to
separate the damping effects identification from the inertial and stiffness effects for steady flow.
Assuming a constant velocity ∆vc and applying the final value theorem [115] to Eq. (4.19),
the steady-state response can be described as:
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Note that Eq. (6.1) shows that the stiffness and inertance terms will not affect the steady-state
response. Using relevant network synthesis techniques, such as those introduced in [100], the
network shown in Fig. 6.1 (excluding the friction term) can be obtained. Since the friction effects
are mainly caused by the contact between the piston rod and cylinder seals, the additional friction
term is considered in parallel with all other damping terms. The symbol ‘ ↗ ’ included in Fig. 6.1
















Figure 6.1: The equivalent mechanical network of a typical helical-tube fluid inerter during
steady-state response, with a friction term included.
6.2.1 Friction and hydraulic force testing
An amplitude of 40 mm is chosen for the constant velocity tests, and the tests are carried out at
strut velocities from 1.6×10−5 m/s to 0.224 m/s. The upper limit of the tested velocities is set by
the maximum allowed force (4.5 kN) that can be applied to the strut terminal. During the tests,
three sets of experimental data are collected. These include the strut displacements (x) by the
LVDT, the strut forces (F) by the load cell, and the internal pressures at each end of the helical
tube (p1, p2) by the pressure gauges, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5(a).
To identify the steady-state strut force at each tested velocity, the method of Least Absolute
Residuals (LAR) [116] is used to fit a curve that minimises the sum of the absolute residuals,
rather than the squares of the residuals. In this way, any extreme values in the transient response
have less influence on the identified results. For example, in Fig. 6.2, the experimental strut force
at strut velocity of 0.096 m/s has been fitted by a square wave with an amplitude of 0.296 kN,
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which is used as the identified value of the steady-state strut force at this tested velocity. The
oscillations shown in Fig. 6.2 is due to the stiffness and inertance effects after each change of
moving direction. It is also worth mentioning that there is an initial load offset -0.0366 kN, which
has been removed during post-processing of the load cell readings. At extremely low velocity, the
damping forces can be ignored as they are usually proportional to the (square of) flow velocities,
the friction dominates the response. Therefore, the steady-state strut force at velocity equals
1.6×10−5 m/s is used to identify the friction force f , which equals approximately 45 N. It is
assumed that the friction of the tested prototype is constant during all the tests of this prototype.
























Experimental strut velocity 
Experimental strut force 
Square wave fitted force
Figure 6.2: Square wave fitting to a triangular wave test at the constant strut velocity of 0.096 m/s.
The difference between the two readings of the pressure gauges represents the pressure drop
across the helical tube (∆ph,1), which is equal to the sum of pressure drops caused by the hydraulic
resistance (∆phR,1) and the hydraulic inertance (∆phI,1). One example is shown in Fig. 6.3, at a
strut velocity of 0.096 m/s, where the steady-state pressure drop is identified to be approximately
210,000 Pa. For the steady-state response, it can be assumed that ∆phR,1 = 210,000 Pa since the
pressure drop is purely caused by the hydraulic resistance. The initial values of the pressure
gauges, which correspond to atmospheric pressure, are set to 0 Pa. As a result, the pressure
gauges during the experiments record both positive and negative values of the pressures.
The results of the damping tests at each tested strut velocity (∆v) are summarised in Fig. 6.4,
with the red curve representing the hydraulic force (FH) introduced in Section 4.3 (Fig. 4.7) and
the blue curve standing for the helical tube damping force due to the hydraulic resistance across
the helical tube (FhR,1). The hydraulic force is calculated by subtracting the friction ( f ) from
the strut force (F) recorded by the load cell. The helical tube damping force is derived from the
formula FhR,1 = A1∆phR,1, where ∆phR,1 is the pressure drop across the pressure sensors. It
can be seen that the nonlinear damping properties are characterised by rapid damping force
increase with the strut velocity. Furthermore, the hydraulic force FH is shown to be dominated
by the helical tube damping as evidenced by the very small difference between these two lines.
The observed discrepancy between these two values can be explained by the presence of tube
inlet/outlet damping and potential leakage damping across the piston, both of which will be
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Figure 6.3: The pressure drop across the helical tube at a strut velocity of 0.096 m/s.
discussed in detail in the remaining part of this section.



















 Helical tube damping force FhR,1
Figure 6.4: Experimental hydraulic force and helical tube damping force versus strut velocity.
6.2.2 Piston leakage damping identification
The damping caused by the potential flow leakage between the piston and the cylinder wall could
influence the flow distribution inside the inerter. To accurately predict this damping effect, the
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hydraulic resistance due to the flow restriction of piston leakage (Rs,2) needs to be identified.
In order to test the leakage damping effect independently, both valves at the inlet/outlet of the
cylinder are closed during the test. This ensures that the flow between the two cylinder chambers
can only pass through the leakage gap across the piston. The hydraulic network for this scenario
can be constructed as shown in Fig. 6.5 (a). Compared with Fig. 4.6, the flow paths with the flow
rate of Q2 passes through the potential leakage gap and Q1 does not exist due to the blocked
helical tube. In the meantime, Q3 still exists, because of the presence of the compressibility of the
fluid in the cylinder chamber. Following similar procedure discussed in Section 4.3, the equivalent































































































Figure 6.5: A fluid-based inerter’s (a) hydraulic network, and (b) equivalent mechanical network,
with both valves at the inlet/outlet of the cylinder closed.
Since small leakage gap will lead to large leakage damping force (Fs,2), the lowest strut
velocity of 1.6×10−5 m/s is applied to carry out the constant strut velocity test. The recorded strut
force is shown as the black curve in Fig. 6.6. Note that the strut force in the plot includes the
extra friction term, which can be seen from the small strut force when the strut displacement
equals zero. It can be observed that the strut force continuously increases until the safety load
limit (4.5 kN) is triggered, which leads to the sudden switch off of the actuator and load cell before
the strut displacement reaches 6 mm.
If the leakage damping force dominates the strut force, the initial transient response would be
followed by a steady response. However, in Fig. 6.6, no such trend is observed, which means that
the effect of leakage damping is very limited. Given the fact that all the tests of this prototype are
carried out within the same safety load limit, it is assumed there is no leakage damping, namely
Rs,2 = cs,2 =∞, for the rest of this chapter.
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Elastic force due to 1/100 air
Elastic force due to water
Figure 6.6: The triangular wave test with constant velocity 1.6×10−5 m/s.
Furthermore, according to the steep increase of the strut force versus displacement curve in
Fig. 6.6, it can be seen that the elastic force dominates the strut force, thus the corresponding
pressure difference between the two cylinder chambers (∆p) is equal to the pressure drop (∆pc,3)




where B is the bulk modulus of fluid, ∆V is the change in volume, ∆p1 (-∆p2) are the pressure
changes in the left (right) cylinder chamber, and V1 (V2) are the volume of fluid in the left (right)
cylinder chamber. The total volume of the cylinder chamber is denoted as V , which equals V1+V2.
Assuming the piston is placed in the centre position of the cylinder chamber, then V1 =V2 =V /2.
Using Eq. (6.2) and ∆V = A1∆x (where ∆x is the strut displacement), the elastic force due to the
hydraulic compliance can then be expressed as:
Fc,3 = A1∆p = A1(∆p1 +∆p2)= B4A1
2
V
∆x = kc,3∆xc,3, (6.3)
where the relative displacement across the fluid spring (∆xc,3) is equal to the strut displacement
(∆x) due to the strut force is dominated by elastic force. Hence, the fluid stiffness (kc,3) is shown
to be proportional to the bulk modulus of fluid (B),
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The nominal bulk modulus of water Bw = 2.2×109 N/m2 , and the value for air Ba = 1.01×
105 N/m2. Compared with the experimental result, using Eq. (6.3), the corresponding elastic
forces are plotted in Fig. 6.6 when the cylinder is full of water (blue dotted line), and when air
occupies 1/100 of the cylinder chamber volume (red dashed line). The bulk modulus of the later










where Be is the effective bulk modulus and Va is the volume of air. The strut displacement
required to completely compress the air can be estimated by Va/A1 = L/100= 2.17×10−3 m, where
L = 217 mm is the chamber length as shown in Table 5.2. As it can be observed in Fig. 6.6, this
estimated strut displacement has good agreement with the turning point displacement of the
strut force. The consistency between the experimental strut force and the elastic force for the
1/100 air occupation case during the initial 2 mm of the strut displacement gives the evidence of
the presence of air inside the cylinder.
6.2.3 Helical tube damping verification
From Fig. 6.4, it can be seen that the damping due to the hydraulic resistance inside the helical
tube is the dominant damping effect. Its nonlinearities need to be investigated for an accurate
theoretical modelling. Firstly, to determine whether the flow is laminar or turbulent, Reynolds








where u is the mean flow velocity in the tube (thus Q1 = A2u) and other variables have been
defined in Table 5.3. According to the dimensions of the helical tube specified in Table 5.3, the




The critical Reynolds number (Rec), which represents the approximate boundary between
the laminar and turbulent flow for λ< 0.1 is given by [118]:
Rec = 2100(1+12λ0.5)= 8875. (6.8)
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After substituting Rec = 8875 into Eq. (6.6), the boundary for laminar flow to become turbulent
is at the flow rate of 4.19×10−5 m3/s, which corresponds to strut velocity of 0.038 m/s (assuming
with no leakage flow). The tested flow rates in the helical tube are in the range from 1.7×10−6 m3/s
to 2.3×10−4 m3/s. Therefore, most of the tested cases generate turbulent flow in the helical tube,
the model based on the turbulent flow condition is required to fit the experimental results. Various
empirical models based on experimental data were developed to characterise the pressure drop
due to the hydraulic resistance across helical-coiled tubes (∆phR,1). Most of these studies are
based on the correlation between the Fanning friction factor ( fc) and Reynolds number, which
is determined for specific fluid properties and tube characteristics. Assuming the tube is long
enough to ignore the end effect, and using the notation introduced in Table 5.3, the equation for
the pressure drop (∆p′hR,1) due to hydraulic resistance of the uniform flow in circular tubes can




















































































Figure 6.7: (a) Comparison of the theoretical and experimental helical tube pressure drop versus
flow rate, and (b) the fitting error between the chosen model (White) and the experimental data.
The Fanning friction factor is calculated based on [119, 120], where 6 different models are
available for the tested flow with the certain Reynolds number and curvature ratio. To select
the most appropriate model for this study, the theoretical pressure drop across the helical tube
(∆p′hR,1) is calculated for each model using Eq. (6.9). The predicted pressure drops versus helical
tube flow rate Q1 (which equals to the total flow rate Q when no leakage is assumed) are plotted in
Fig. 6.7 (a). These pressures are compared with the experimentally recorded ∆phR,1 (red dashed
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line). It can be observed that different levels of discrepancies exist between the models and
experiment. These discrepancies could originate from different test conditions such as dimension
or material of the tubes used for the experiments to derive the corresponding fc. Among all of the
formula, the model introduced by White [121] matches the measured experimental results the
best. This is denoted by the solid line in Fig. 6.7 (a) with the corresponding values of the fitting
error shown in Fig. 6.7 (b). Therefore, this model of the Fanning friction factor is used here for
theoretical modelling of the helical tube pressure drop due to hydraulic resistance. The model
can be expressed as:





Based on the assumed linear relation between the pressure drop and the flow rate through






It is noted that the White’s model could be inaccurate to fit the dynamic response since the test
velocity will not be constant.
Apart from the main helical part of the tube, the pressure drop caused by the flow restrictions
at the inlet and outlet of the tube (∆pio,1) also needs to be considered. One commonly used
empirical formula for the inlet/outlet pressure drop [122] is:












Therefore, based on the linear relationship between the pressure and flow assumed in Section 4.3,








For the following construction of the model in the mechanical domain, the equivalent mechan-
ical damping coefficients ch,1 and cio,1 are derived using Eq. (6.11), Eq. (6.13), Eq. (4.20) and their
respective relation with Rh,1 and Rio,1 defined in Section 4.3:
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These two equations will be used to represent the properties of damping in the theoretical model
of the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype. It is also worth mentioning that although Eqs. (6.11),
(6.13), (6.14) and (6.15) are in linear forms to keep consistent with the linear assumption made
in Section 4.3, the relationships between flow rate (Q1,)/velocities (∆vh,1,∆vio,1) with hydraulic
resistance (Rh,1,Rio,1)/mechanical damping (ch,1, cio,1) are in fact nonlinear.
6.3 Dynamic model identification
In this section, two models for the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype are established. The
inertance is calculated based on the physical properties of the device, and the fluid stiffness is
identified based on the comparison between the theoretical models and experimental testing
results. Analysis of the remaining discrepancies is also provided.
6.3.1 Full theoretical models of the prototype
Based on the equivalent mechanical network in Fig. 4.7, the refined mechanical network of the
prototype is shown in Fig. 6.8. This network includes the additional friction element due to the
seals, the value of which has been identified to be 45 N in Section 6.2.1. The tube inlet/outlet
damping (cio,1) is represented as a velocity dependent term, using the nonlinear property de-
scribed in Eq. (6.15). The leakage damping element (cs,2) is treated as infinity based on the
analysis in Section 6.2.2. The nonlinear helical tube damping (ch,1) can be represented by either
theoretical formula or experimental data set. Thereby, two models are established using the
network shown in Fig. 6.8:
• Model 1 uses the theoretical formula Eq. (6.14) for ch,1 to calculate the damping force
FhR,1 = ch,1∆vh,1. This type of model is able to reveal the influence of individual parameters
of the damping force. It is also able to accommodate parameter values’ changes within a
certain range.
• Model 2 uses a lookup table of the experimental data shown in Fig. 6.4 to find the value of
FhR,1 (the strut velocity in Fig. 6.4 is equivalent to the relative velocity across the helical
tube damping (∆vh,1 = v3−v2) in Fig. 6.8 due to the fact that cs,2 from Fig. 4.7 can be treated
as infinity). This model is expected to be more accurate because it includes properties that
might not be captured by the theoretical formulas, such as Eq. (6.14).
To complete the model, only the inertance and fluid stiffness need to be identified. The
inertance can be calculated here theoretically by using Eq. (5.6), which is based on the principle of
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Figure 6.8: The refined mechanical network of the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype.
energy conservation with appropriate assumptions [4]. However, this work intends to investigate
the connection between mechanical terminal behaviour (force and velocity) and the hydraulic
variables. Therefore, the inertance is alternatively calculated based on Newton’s second law.
Under this law, the flow conditions in the tube can be characterised by the following equation:
mu̇ = FhI,1 (6.16)
where m = A2lρ is the mass of fluid in the helical tube, and u is the flow velocity introduced in
Section 6.2.3. Considering that ∆phI,1 is the pressure drop corresponding to hydraulic inertance,





Noting that ∆phI,1 = Ih,1Q̇1 ( [106] ), it can be seen from Eq. (6.17), that Ih,1 = lρ/A2, which is
consistent with previous works [104, 123]. Similar to [4], assuming the inertance of the fluid
inside the cylinder chamber is negligible due to the relatively small flow velocity and ignoring the
influence of the temperature and unexpected air inside the tube, following the transformation
from the hydraulic inertance to the mechanical inertance described in Section 4.3, the parameter
b can be expressed as:




This value can be calculated for the prototype specifications in Table 5.3. From this, the mechanical
inertance is 219 kg, which will be used for both Model 1 and Model 2.
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In summary, the refined network in Fig. 6.8, Eq. (6.14) and Eq. (6.10) are used to model the
helical tube damping (ch,1) [121] for Model 1 (Model 2 uses the experimental data in Fig. 6.4),
Eq. (6.15) is adopted to represent the tube inlet/outlet damping (cio,1) [122], and the inertance is
calculated by Eq. (6.18). The friction equals 45 N based on experimental testing introduced in
Section 6.2. The fluid stiffness kc,3 will be identified in Section 6.3.2.
6.3.2 Fluid stiffness identification
With the calculated inertance value, the fluid stiffness (kc,3) is the only unknown parameter in
the theoretical model. Similar to [4], its value is identified using the experimental data obtained
from dynamic tests with sinusoidal excitations. Two Simulink [124] models are constructed
corresponding to Model 1 and Model 2 as shown in Appendix A.1. To increase the accuracy of
identification, the tests are carried out over a wide frequency range. However, the upper limits
of the tested frequencies for each amplitude are restricted by the maximum allowed force that
can be applied to the cylinder (4.5 kN). The test ranges are shown in Table 6.1. Amplitudes of
5 mm, 10 mm and 20 mm are chosen according to the potential strut strokes in most relevant
applications. The frequency range covers from 0.2 Hz up to 7 Hz. The experiment with the
amplitude of 1 mm is more focused on higher frequency behaviour, for which the frequencies from
1 Hz to 13 Hz are tested. The selected frequency and amplitude range of experiment tests are of
interest to the vibration suppression problems in many dynamic systems, such as road vehicles
[31], multi-storey buildings [23], and railway vehicles [17].
Table 6.1: Test range of amplitudes and frequencies.
Amplitude (mm) 1 5 10 20
Frequency (Hz) 1-13 0.2-7 0.2-4 0.2-2
Peak strut velocity (m/s) 0.004-0.052 0.004-0.14 0.008-0.16 0.016-0.16
With experimental data of strut displacement (∆x) and force (F), various nonparametric
methods (e.g. those listed in [125]) can be adopted to identify the dynamic properties. The
correlation method [126, p. 143] is chosen in this work to identify the transfer function from the
relative terminal velocity ∆v to the strut force F at each tested frequency. This method assumes
the system to be linear at each frequency point. The detailed derivation of this method is given in
Appendix A.2. Based on the magnitude and phase of the network’s dynamic responses across the
tested frequency range, a metric J is introduced to quantify the percentage discrepancy between




∣∣Y (kc,3, jωi)−E( jωi)∣∣
n f |E( jωi)|
, (6.19)
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where n f is the number of frequency points (n f = 11, 11, 8 and 6 for amplitude 1, 5, 10 and 20 mm),
E( jωi) is the experimental admittance function and Y (kc,3, jωi) is the theoretically calculated
admittance function based on either Model 1 or Model 2 (introduced in Section 6.3.1). The values
of J for both models with each excitation amplitude are plotted in Fig. 6.9 as a function of the
fluid stiffness kc,3.
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Model 2 with 1 mm
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Figure 6.9: The J value versus the fluid stiffness kc,3 with amplitude 1 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm and
20 mm for Model 1 and Model 2.
The identified kc,3 values for Model 1 and Model 2 are determined based on the minimum
values of J for each amplitude with the optimisation approach given in Appendix A.3, and the opti-
mum kc,3 are listed in Table 6.2. The identified fluid stiffness lies in the range of 0.24−1.31 MN/m.
It can be seen that there is a significant difference between these values and the theoretical
stiffness of the used fluid (approximate 40 MN/m for water at 30◦C). Similar observations are
indicated in [4]. This discrepancy can be explained by the flexibility of the prototype’s joints and
the presence of air in the cylinder [102, 128]. The bulk modulus is highly sensitive to the pressure
and the volume of the unexpected air in a certain volume of fluid [129], which could significantly
reduce the fluid stiffness kc,3. One example in [102, p. 17] indicates that only 1% of the trapped
air could cause 75% reduction of the original bulk modulus of the fluid.
It is also noted from Fig. 6.9 and Table 6.2 that the values of the identified fluid stiffness grow
with the testing amplitude. This phenomenon can be explained as follows. From Eq. (6.4), it can
be seen that kc,3 and B has a linear relation. It has been shown that higher pressures lead to
bigger bulk modulus for liquid-gas mixture [102, 130]. Based on Table 6.1, it can be seen that
larger amplitude tests typically experience higher strut velocities, which corresponds to high
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pressures in the cylinder. Similar trend can be also observed from Fig. 6.6, where the gradient of
the strut force versus displacement curve increases with the strut displacement.
Table 6.2: Identified values of fluid stiffness for Model 1 and Model 2.
Amplitude (mm) 1 5 10 20
Identified fluid stiffness (MN/m)
Model 1 0.24 0.64 0.70 1.31
Model 2 0.25 0.60 0.62 0.92
In Table 6.2, the differences between identified kc,3 values for the same amplitude between
Model 1 and Model 2 can be traced back to the fitting error of the chosen model (White [121]),
as shown in Fig. 6.7(b). Furthermore, the J value corresponding to the identified kc,3 with
amplitude 1 mm is much bigger than that with amplitude 5 mm, 10 mm and 20 mm, which could
be caused by the inaccuracy of the friction model. The reason is that the smaller the testing
amplitude is, the larger proportion of the total strut force the friction will occupy. Another possible
reason is the presence of the unmodelled physics such as backlash in the prototype, which again
will be more dominant with smaller amplitude tests. In addition, for higher stiffness, where J
seems fairly insensitive to stiffness. This could be caused by the stiffness-sensitive resonant
region of the dynamic results being beyond the feasible range of testing.
6.3.3 Verification of the theoretical models
With the identified value of fluid stiffness for each model and amplitude, the comparison between
simulation results and the experimental data is displayed in Fig. 6.10. The transfer functions
are shown as the Bode magnitude/phase plots of strut force over velocity. It can be seen that
both models can accurately represent the properties of the tested prototype across the full
range of frequencies. In Figs. 6.10 (a) - (c), over the frequency range of 1−7 Hz, the gradient of
approximately 20 dB/decade for the magnitude demonstrates the inertance dominated property.
The evidence is also given by the peak values of the corresponding phase of approximately 20 to
30 degrees located between 2 Hz and 3 Hz, since the positive value of phase cannot be achieved by
neither the damping (phase = 0 degree) nor the stiffness (phase = -90 degree). Although the phase
of the ideal inerter should be 90 degrees, the reductions in phase could be caused by the presence
of the damping and elastic effects. For frequencies below 1 Hz, the friction dominated performance
leads to the increase in the magnitude of the transfer function with decreasing frequency. This is
caused by the decrease in the strut velocity while the friction dominated force is approximately
constant for given direction of piston motion. For higher frequency region (e.g. above 6 Hz for the
1 mm amplitude case), the compliance of the prototype dominates the performance, which gives
rise to the decreasing magnitude. The worse quality of fitting between the experimental data
and both theoretical models above 4 Hz in Fig. 6.10(d) is linked with the relatively inaccurate
identification of the fluid stiffness with the amplitude of 1 mm, shown in Fig. 6.9. In addition,
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Figure 6.10: Experimental data and model simulated results of the admittance function from
strut force to velocity with identified values of fluid stiffness from dynamic tests for amplitude (a)
20 mm, (b) 10 mm, (c) 5 mm, and (d) 1 mm. 85
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the discrepancies for 1 mm could also be caused by the oscillating flow [111–114] appears when
rapidly changing of flow direction. Due to the restriction of the maximum allowed forces on
the cylinder, there are no experimental data available for the stiffness dominated region in
Figs. 6.10(a) and (b). As a result, it can also be observed in Fig. 6.9 that J is less sensitive to
the fluid stiffness change for larger amplitude, especially for the 10 mm and 20 mm cases. As
a consequence, for larger amplitudes, the identification of the fluid stiffness kc,3 based on the
experimental data might be less representative. In addition, it is worth mentioning that, due to
the property of hydraulic actuator, the actual amplitudes are usually slightly smaller than the
demand amplitudes. To ensure the accuracy of results, the actual amplitudes are adopted in the
Simulink models to keep consistent with the experimental data.
With the values of inertance and fluid stiffness determined, two theoretical models are
established for the tested helical-tube fluid inerter. Both models are verified by comparing the
simulation results to the experimental data, which show that the performance of tested prototype
is well represented by the models across a wide frequency range. It can be seen from the results
that qualitatively the frequency of 1−7 Hz is the inertance dominated range for a fluid-based
inerter while the friction dominated behaviour appears below 1 Hz and the stiffness dominated
behaviour is presented above 7 Hz. For the frequencies tested, the amplitudes between 5−20 mm
are the most representative range for the device behaviour of fluid-based inerter while the less
accurate model identification is found to be at the amplitude 1 mm. It can also be seen from
Fig. 6.10 that good agreement between Model 1 and Model 2 are achieved in general, apart from
the frequencies above 3 Hz for the 20 mm case. This can be explained by the larger fitting errors
with higher flow rates, as shown in Fig. 6.7(b).
For this study, the external tube of tested prototype is made of nylon to enable modular
experimental setup. However, the metal tube can be used in practical applications for more robust
performance. The identified model is still applicable for fluid inerter with metal tube since the
properties are independent to the material of external tube.
6.4 Summary
Following a systematic procedure, the model for each property of the helical-tube fluid inerter
is identified by carrying out a series of experimental tests and model simulations. The friction
and various damping effects are first identified via triangular wave tests at a wide range of
strut velocities. According to the individual cylinder test result, negligible damping is assumed
for piston leakage. While the friction is estimated to be 45N based on the low velocity test, the
damping due to the helical tube is measured by the pressure drop across the tube. The White’s
formula is selected to model the nonlinear helical tube damping as it provide the best match with




Subsequently, the fluid stiffness is identified by comparing the simulated and experimental
responses of the dynamic tests for each tested amplitude. The accuracy of the refined full model
of the prototype is verified by the good agreement between the simulation results and the
experimental data over the wide range of frequencies. Additionally, the remaining discrepancies
are thoroughly analysed. Unmodelled factors, such as the backlash and coupler stiffness will be











FLUID-INERTER INTEGRATED DAMPING (FID) DEVICE MODEL
DEVELOPMENT
7.1 Overview
While the model of a specific helical-tube fluid inerter prototype is obtained in previous chapter,
the generalisable model of the FID device is established in this chapter through the parameter
identification of each property and validation of the simulated model. On the basis of the pro-
totype built in Section 5.4, the network of the FID device is first improved by considering the
needle valve damping and additional mechanical properties of the prototype. Then, a series of
experimental tests are designed for the model identification for each property, with specialised
test configurations and corresponding networks. Accordingly, the damping properties are identi-
fied by the constant velocity tests, and the coupler stiffness and friction are obtained based on
the experimental analysis. Meanwhile, the influence of the parameter changes for the needle
valve damping and external tube damping are comprehensively studied. Besides, the other dy-
namic properties (e.g. fluid stiffness and coupler backlash) are identified through the comparison
between the simulated and experimental results of the dynamic tests. Finally, the established
generalisable model of FID device is verified by testing and simulation with two other prototype
parameter settings.
7.2 Model improvement
According to the prototype built in Section 5.4, the corresponding hydraulic network is shown
in Fig. 7.1(a), in which the adjustable hydraulic resistance (Rv,4) represents the flow restriction
through the needle valve. The flow branches with flow rates Q1 and Q4 both pass through the
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cylinder inlet/outlet, which is different to the conceptual network in Fig. 4.9. In line with the
adopted notation, the original hydraulic resistance Rio,1 becomes Rio,1+4 and it represents the
changed flow distribution compared to Fig. 4.9. According to Eqs. (4.27) and (4.30), the relative
velocity across the inlet/outlet damper (∆vio,1+4) has the following relation:
















































Figure 7.1: The prototype of the FID device (a) the corresponding hydraulic network, and (b) the
equivalent mechanical network (the dashed line show the conceptual networks connectivity from
Fig. 4.9 and 4.10).
The corresponding admittance function can be derived on the basis of Eq. (4.25) and the flow
distribution shown in Fig. 5.9(b):
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−1 + (Rh,1 A12 + Ih,1 A12s)−1]−1}−1 .
(7.2)
Using the same reasoning as in Section 4.4, the equivalent mechanical network is constructed
as shown in Fig. 7.1(b), where one terminal of the cylinder inlet/out damping (cio,1+4) is modified












where the element (cv,4) is used to represent the adjustable damping though the needle valve
instead of the piston valve in Fig. 4.10.
Based on previous study [4], the inlet/outlet damping is usually much less dominant than
other damping effects in the fluid-based inerter. If this effect is neglected in both cases, the
network of this prototype with the needle valve in Fig. 7.1(b) will be identical to the conceptual
network with the piston valves in Fig. 4.10. Consequently, Eq. (7.3) equals to Eq. (4.26). This
assumption will be experimentally verified later in Section 7.4.
Apart from device terminal properties caused by hydraulic elements, the FID device also
possesses properties caused directly by mechanical elements, the friction ( f ), coupler stiffness
(ks) and the backlash (p), as highlighted in blue in Fig. 7.2. These elements do not have their
counterparts in the hydraulic network (Fig. 7.1(a)). The friction ( f ) is produced by the relative
motion between the piston rod and the cylinder seals. Here, Coulomb friction is used to model
this effect, similar to Section 6.2. The coupler stiffness (ks) represents the elasticity of the metal
coupler between the actuator and the cylinder rod. The backlash (p) indicates the manufacturing
clearance in the self-aligning rod coupler. The properties ks and p have not been modelled for
the fluid-based inerter in Chapter 6, but are found necessary to be included based on analysis
of the time domain response in Section 7.4.1 and Section 7.4.4. Based on the actual prototype
implementation, the friction ( f ) is modelled in parallel with the hydraulic properties, while the
coupler stiffness (ks) and backlash (p) are both in series with all the other properties, as shown
in Fig. 7.2.
7.3 Modelling approach for an accurate and generalisable
model
This section provides a brief high-level summary of the modelling approach for an accurate and
generalisable model, where all elements in Fig. 7.2 are properly characterised.
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Figure 7.2: The full mechanical network characterising the terminal behaviour of the FID test
rig assembly (with additional mechanical elements included in blue).
7.3.1 Identification methodology
Similar to the approach taken for the fluid-based inerter in Chapter 6, experimental tests are
designed in this subsection for the property identification of the elements in Fig. 7.2. Different
valve close/open status settings allow the elements to be studies separately to achieve more
accurate results. In Table 7.1, the valves opening status, input excitation and observed responses
are described for each test. The effective schematic diagram, corresponding hydraulic network
and effective mechanical network for each prototype test configuration are plotted in Fig. 7.3.
Similar to Fig. 6.1, the new symbol ‘ ↗ ’ represents hydraulic and mechanical elements for which
the nonlinear properties are quantitatively identified. Take Test I as an example, when ball
valves 1 and 2 are closed, both the needle valve branch and the helical tube branch are blocked.
Hence the effective schematic diagram shown in Fig. 7.3(I.a) can be obtained. Since there exists
only Q2 and Q3, hydraulic network should be the one shown in Fig. 7.3(I.b). For the effective
mechanical network shown in Fig. 7.3(I.c), apart from the potential piston leakage damping
(cs,2), the hydraulic force (FH) could also be influenced by the fluid stiffness (kc,3); and the strut
force (F) could further be affected by the friction ( f ), coupler stiffness (ks), and the backlash
(p). The corresponding networks for other tests are derived following the same way. Based on
the final value theorem [115], the dynamic elements, namely the stiffness (kc,3) and inertance
(bh,1), will not influence the steady-state response during the triangular wave (constant velocity)
tests (Tests I - III) after transient responses vanish. Therefore, the triangular wave period must
be selected properly, and then each damping property can be studied individually. It is noted
that Tests I, II and IV include both the strut force (F) and hydraulic force (FH) in their effective
mechanical networks, while Test III only has the hydraulic force (FH). The reason is because only
the pressure gauge recordings (∆phR,1) are used for Test III. It is also worth mentioning that
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neither Test III nor IV has cio,1+4 in their effective mechanical network as this source of damping
is determined to be negligible earlier in Test II.
Table 7.1: Valve status*, input excitation and observed responses for the designed experimental
tests.
Test Property Ball valve Ball valve Needle valve Input Observed response
1&2 3&4 excitation ∆x
I cs,2, ks Closed − − Triangular wave Transient+Steady-state
II f , cv,4, cio,1+4 Open Closed Varying Triangular wave Steady-state
III ch,1 Open Open Closed Triangular wave Steady-state
IV kc,3, p Open Open Closed Sinusoidal wave Steady-state
*The position of ball valves refer to Fig. 5.9(b)
The properties of ch,1 has been investigated in Section 6.2.3 with formula chosen from
[121]. The other empirical formula [131] will also be adopted in the model after their respective
accuracy is assessed against different design parameter settings. The property of the inertance
bh,1 in Fig. 7.2 is modelled using Eq. (6.18), which represents the simplest low frequency lumped
parameter model of the inertial effects in narrow liquid conduits. This model assumes that the
liquid in the conduit is incompressible, inviscid and that it moves as a rigid mass under the
effect of the accelerating pressure differential observed between the two liquid chambers. The
properties of other elements in Fig. 7.2 are identified by the tests described in Table 7.1. Based on
experimental results detailed in Section 7.4, it will be concluded that the cio,1+4 and cs,2 terms
are negligible.
7.3.2 Variation of key design parameters
Furthermore, in order to establish the generalisable model for the FID devices, the effect of the
changes in the design parameters and their influence on the main properties need to be identified,
and verified with existing formulas. The needle valve damping cv,4 is altered by changing the
valve opening sizes. The external tube damping ch,1 is affected by the changes in the tube length,
tube diameter and helix diameter. These 4 design parameters are chosen because they are
adjustable or simply changeable, and each of them will be investigated individually across the
chosen range to cover the design configurations that are most likely to be used. The specific
choices of parameter ranges serve as an example, which can be altered according to needs.
7.3.2.1 Needle valve parameter
For the needle valve, each valve setting creates the specific flow conditions with the corresponding
flow coefficient (Kv) that characterises the flow rate versus the pressure drop relationships for the
valve. The needle valve damping (cv,4) is expressed with the help of the valve flow coefficient (Kv).
Typically, flow valves have predetermined flow coefficients (Kv ) from their manufacturers with
an unit of m3/hr/
p
bar . Such coefficient is not available for the needle valve used in this prototype.
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Figure 7.3: The test configurations with their corresponding: (a) schematic diagrams, (b) hydraulic
network, and (c) effective mechanical network of the prototype for each test.
Therefore, in order to accurately model the needle valve damping, the experimentally determined
empirical relationship will be established between the controlled valve opening and the damping
coefficient cv,4 (or flow coefficient Kv,4). The opening size of the needle valve used in the prototype
is quantified by the valve opening level (na) marked on its control knob, which corresponds to
the valve lift (h). Since the opening level can be adjusted from fully closed (na =−1) to fully open
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(na = 5), the experimental testing of the needle valve damping will be carried while varying the
opening levels from 0 to 5 with an increment of 1, which is corresponding to the valve lift h from
0.765 mm to 4.59 mm. The range of na < 0 (h < 0.765 mm) is not studied. The identified empirical
formula of the needle valve damping will further be verified by comparison with untested opening
levels.
7.3.2.2 External tube parameters
The pressure drop (∆phR,1) across the external tube channel can be expressed by the Eq. (6.9) of
the corresponding flow rate (Q1), which was discussed in Section 6.2.3 on the basis of the surface
friction loss for the single-phase fluid flow through the tube. The selected empirical expressions of
Fanning friction factor fc available for estimation of such helical tube damping in the prototype
will be considered and evaluated based on their accuracy and ability to represent the measured
data in Section 7.4.3.
Owing to its intended functionality, the external tube damping force (FhR,1) could be affected
by any changes of the external tube diameter (Dh), tube length (l) or helix diameter (D), as shown
by Eq. (6.9). Therefore, the influence of each these tube parameters towards the external tube
damping will be verified separately in Section 7.4.3. Constant velocity testing is used to generate
data for comparison between the theoretical results and experimental results. To ensure the
accuracy of the verification, at least 3 sets of values are selected for each tube parameter to carry
out the experimental tests. The chosen parameters are listed in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: The key design parameters of the tested prototype for the tests of each tube parameter.
Studied Parameter Tube length Tube diameter Helix diameter
















In this section, by applying the triangular displacement excitation, Test I to III are carried out to
obtain the damping properties (cs,2, cv,4, cio,1+4, ch,1). Meanwhile, the coupler stiffness (ks) and
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friction ( f ) are also identified based on the analysis of the damping test results. Then, the other
dynamic properties (kc,3 and p) are identified through the comparison between the simulated
and experimental results of the dynamic tests. Furthermore, the effects of design parameter
variations on cv,4 and ch,1 will also be characterised.
7.4.1 Test I: Leakage damping and coupler stiffness
Although the results in Section 6.2.2 indicate negligible leakage through the piston, as new
cylinder with the same specifications is used to replace the old one in the helical-tube fluid inerter
prototype, the FID prototype must be tested again to identify the presence of leakage damping.
Therefore, the prototype with the setup shown in Fig. 7.3(I.a) is tested at a low constant strut
velocity of 2×10−5 m/s. The test results are shown in Fig. 7.4, in which the recorded strut forces
(F) are plotted versus the strut displacement (∆x). It can be seen that, the strut force keeps
increasing while the terminals of the prototype move with constant velocity, until the safe load
limit (4.5 kN) is activated to unload the actuator. During the test, no fluid flow steady-state force
plateau or response trend is observed, which evidences negligible leakage damping across the
piston. The steep increase of the strut force can be explained by the varying compressibility
effects in the fluid. Since the tests carried out in this work will not exceed the safety load limit,
the leakage damping between the cylinder wall and the piston is assumed to be negligible, i.e.
cs,2 =∞. It is also worth mentioning that the lower boundary of potential leakage damping is
cs,2 = 225 MNs/m based on the maximum strut force (4.5 kN) tested.
Furthermore, inspecting selected part of Fig. 7.4, at the start of the test, there is a response
up to the strut displacement of 0.055 mm which shows no strut force. This is caused by the
backlash (p) in the coupler between the load cell and piston rod. Since this test is completed only
for a single direction, the value of p should be larger or equal to 0.055 mm, which will be further
studied in Section 7.4.4. After the displacement of 0.055 mm, the strut force rapidly increases,
which can be explained by the presence of the coupler stiffness, which is included in the effective
network in Fig. 7.3(I.c). The coupler stiffness (ks) is assumed to follow the Hooke’s law and the
corresponding terminal force Fs = ks∆xs, where ∆xs is the relative terminal displacement across
ks. Hence, the coupler stiffness in this work is estimated using the best-fit slope of this increase
as ks = 2 MN/m. The subsequent strut force with the value of approximately 62.5 N could be
caused by the sliding friction ( f ) between the piston rod and cylinder. As seen in an inset of
Fig. 7.4, after reaching a specific deformation, the next stage features a fast force increase and
then the second sliding region. This behaviour can be caused by a sequential engagement of the
sealing components in the tested prototype. The friction modelling is discussed in Section 7.4.2.
7.4.2 Test II: Friction, inlet/outlet damping and needle valve damping
Based on the assumption of no piston leakage gap established in Section 7.4.1, only flow branch
Q4 exists for Test II with the ball valves 1 & 2 and needle valve open but the ball vales 3 & 4
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Figure 7.4: The constant velocity test at strut velocity of 2×10−5 m/s for Test I: cs,2 and ks
identification.
closed, as shown in Fig. 7.3(II.b). The needle valve damping (cv,4), inlet/outlet damping (cio,1+4),
and friction ( f ) are the acting effective mechanical elements during the steady-state response
of the device. The relative velocity across the needle valve and inlet/outlet damping branches
are both equal to the strut velocity as vv,4 = vio,1 =∆v in Fig. 7.3(II.c). It is worth mentioning
that because both the inlet/outlet damping and needle valve damping need to be identified, while
having additional pressure gauges at the left and right cylinder chamber, they can also serve the
purpose. With the current test rig setup, readings from both the load cell and pressure gauges
are used.
During the constant velocity tests, the friction dominates the strut force at very low strut
velocity. This is because other damping forces increase with the strut velocities while being
negligible at low velocity. Having the needle valve open, the first sliding region estimated at the
constant velocity of 2×10−5 m/s is approximately 62.5 N. However, this quantity, as well as the
second sliding region, can reach higher values with the changing test conditions which is caused
by the changing liquid pressure and, consequently, the seal friction conditions. Despite observing
these rich interactions and varying conditions in the seals, to maintain the focus on the fluid flow
and compressibility effects, the Coulomb model of friction with freeplay and stiffness in series is
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chosen to provide the simplified representation of the observed phenomena. The applied values of
the friction parameter f are further discussed in Section 7.5.1.
The characteristics of the needle valve are identified by carrying out the Test II. For each
opening level (na), selected strut velocities are tested from 0.002 m/s to as high as the safe load
limit of the load cell (4.5 kN) allows. The steady-state pressure drops across the needle valve
(∆pv,4 in Fig. 7.3(II.b)) are measured by the pressure gauges, and the valve damping force is
calculated as Fv,4 = A1∆pv,4. The strut force (F) is recorded by the load cell, and its steady-state
value is identified using the Least Absolute Residuals method implemented in MATLAB [124].
It consists of the needle valve damping force, friction and inlet/outlet damping force. According
to the effective mechanical network in Fig. 7.3(II.c), the hydraulic force (FH) is identified by
removing the friction force ( f ) from the identified steady-state strut forces (F). In Fig. 7.5, for
each tested valve opening level, the valve damping forces (Fv,4) are plotted by dashed lines, in
comparison with the hydraulic forces (FH) in solid lines. As expected, it can be seen that the
smaller valve opening level leads to the larger damping force.
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Figure 7.5: Needle valve damping properties for various valve opening levels.
In addition, based on the mechanical network in Fig. 7.3(II.c), the discrepancies between the
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hydraulic forces (FH) and needle valve damping force (Fv,4) for each opening level are caused by
the inlet/outlet damping (cio,1+4). As shown in Fig. 7.5, the difference is very small for any valve
opening level (with the maximum value of 107 N when FH = 4100 N, approximately 2.6 % of FH).
Hence, it is assumed that the inlet/outlet damping can be neglected in this prototype, which leads
to the conclusion that the network of the prototype in Fig. 7.1(b) is equivalent to the network of
the conceptual FID device in Fig. 4.10.
For the needle valve, the valve flow coefficient (Kv,4) is used to describe the relationship
between the pressure drop (∆pv,4) across the valves and the corresponding flow rate (Q4) based






where G is the specific gravity of the fluid, for water G = 1. Then, the piston valve damping force





It is worth mentioning that the nonlinearity is present in the needle valve damping due to
the quadratic term of vv,4 in Eq. (7.5), which demonstrates the mixed and turbulent flow through
the valve. Hence, the parameter cv,4 in the full FID model is defined as the coefficient for the





Based on Eq. (7.5), the valve flow coefficient (Kv,4) for each valve opening level is identified by
fitting the experimental results of Fv,4 and ∆v (=∆vv,4) in Fig. 7.5, using the Bisquare method in
MATLAB [124]. The summary of the fitting results is shown in Table 7.3 with the corresponding
needle valve damping coefficient (cv,4) calculated based on Eq. (7.6). It is noted that the identified
values of Kv,4 are similar to the manufacturer’s data for similar needle valves [132].
Subsequently, to link the needle valve damping (cv,4) to the valve opening level (na) directly,
the exponential equation αeβx (α and β are constants) is chosen as the empirical approximating
model selected from MATLAB’s ‘Curve fitting suite’, to empirically fit the nonlinear relationship
between na and cv,4, again using the Bisquare method [124]. The resulting empirical formula is
cv,4 = 1.4×106e−na . (7.7)
Fig. 7.6 is presented to compare the theoretical and experimental values of the needle valve
damping cv,4 with na changing from 0 to 5. It can be seen that a good agreement has been
achieved.
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Table 7.3: Experimental fitted values of valve flow coefficient and the corresponding theoretical
calculated values of valve damping coefficient.
Valve opening level na 0 1 2 3 4 5





0.0348 0.0597 0.0916 0.158 0.218 0.284
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Figure 7.6: Experimental valve damping coefficients compared with the theoretical values based
on Eq. (7.7).
7.4.3 Test III: External tube damping
As shown in Fig. 7.3(III.b), there is only a single flow path associated with the flow rate Q1
when all the ball valves are opened and the needle valve is closed. The constant velocity tests for
each set of the prototype’s parameters in Table 7.2 are carried out to study the influence of the
tube parameters’ variation. During the tests, the steady-state pressure drop (phR,1) across the
external tube channel is recorded by the two pressure gauges, the external tube damping force
(FhR,1) is then calculated by using:
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FhR,1 = A1∆phR,1. (7.8)
7.4.3.1 Tube length l
According to Eq. (6.9), the pressure drop across the external tube ∆phR,1 is proportional to the
tube length. The prototype with various tube lengths, as listed in Table 7.2 (3.88 m, 5.85 m,
7.88 m and 11.96 m), is tested at the constant strut velocities from 0.002 to 0.22 m/s. In Fig. 7.7(a),
the experimental results of the external tube damping force versus the test velocities are plotted
for each chosen tube lengths. The Reynolds number for the tested velocities, calculated using
Eq. (6.6), is within the range of [585, 64353]. Since the flows with Re > 4000 are turbulent [117],
the majority of the tested velocities generate the turbulent or mixed flow conditions. The external
tube damping forces can be expressed as [133]:
FhR,1 = ch,1vh,12. (7.9)
The relative velocity across the equivalent damper which represents the external tube
damping is equal to the tested strut velocity as vh,1 =∆v as shown in Fig. 7.3(III.c) for Test III.










where the Fanning friction factor can be based on various applicable empirical formulas as listed
in [119]. Based on the tube parameters (Table 5.7) and the tested flow condition (Re), the two

















In Fig. 7.7(b) to 7.7(e), the resulting computed forces are plotted as the blue dashed lines for
the White’s formula and the red dotted lines for the Ito’s formula. These predictions are compared
with the experimental data, shown as the solid black lines, for each tested tube length. It can be
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Figure 7.7: The experimental helical tube damping forces versus the strut velocity for (a) selected
various tube lengths, and compared with the theoretical models for the tube lengths of (b) 3.88 m,
(c) 5.85 m, (d) 7.88 m, and (e) 11.96 m.
seen that the theoretical damping values based on White’s formula have good agreement with the
experimental data for shorter tube lengths, while the values based on the Ito’s formula present
the better fit for the longest tube length.
To compare the accuracy of each formula for fc across all the tested lengths, the root mean
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Figure 7.8: The relative errors between the experimental and theoretical helical tube damping
forces for the full range of the tube lengths.
square of the differences between the experimental data and each theoretical model are calculated.
The ratio of the errors to the maximum experimental helical tube damping force tested at a
strut velocity of 0.22 m/s are plotted in Fig. 7.8. It is shown that the discrepancies between the
theoretical values based on the White’s formula and the experimental results gradually increase
when the tube length becomes larger. For the Ito’s formula, the trend is the opposite. It is noted
that if the model established in Section 6.2.3 is used for a device with long tube length, e.g.
11.96 m, the relative fitting error will be increased by 700 % compared with the helical-tube
damping modelling introduced in this section. Therefore, the external tube damping (ch,1) is
modelled by the Ito’s formula for tube lengths longer than 8.7 m, while the White’s formula is
used to model the ch,1 for the tube lengths shorter than 8.7 m.
7.4.3.2 Tube diameter Dh
The tube cross-sectional area (A2) depends on the tube diameter (Dh), which then affects the
ratio between the piston area and tube cross-sectional area in Eq. (7.10). Thus, three different
tubes with internal diameter 4 mm, 6 mm and 8 mm are considered for the testing. Again, the
tests are carried out at various constant velocities up to 0.12 m/s for each tube diameter due to
the safe load limit (4.5 kN). The tube length l = 6.11 m < 8.7 m is selected for this set of tests, so
Eqs. (7.9), (7.10) and (7.11) are used for calculation of the theoretical external tube damping forces.
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In Fig. 7.9, the experimental results (red lines) are plotted and compared with the theoretical
values (black lines). As the equations predict, the external tube damping force is positively
correlated to the tube diameter for both the experimental and theoretical results, with only minor
discrepancies between them, which could be caused by the temperature changes during the long
testing or geometrical and other parameter uncertainties. It is also worth mentioning that the
results efficiently validate the fc model used in Eq. (7.11).
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Figure 7.9: The theoretical and experimental external tube damping forces versus strut velocity
for various tube diameters.
7.4.3.3 Helix diameter D
The helix diameter (D) of the tube is not presented directly in Eq. (7.10) for the external tube
damping coefficient, but it is contained in the Fanning friction factor ( fc), e.g. Eq. (7.11) and
Eq. (7.12). Therefore, as shown in Table 7.2, the external tube of the prototype is wrapped to
a helix with diameters of 0.075 m, 0.09 m, and 0.11 m, respectively, for testing at the constant
strut velocities from 0.002 to 0.22 m/s. The tube length l = 5.81 m < 8.7 m is selected for this set
of tests, so Eqs. (7.9), (7.10) and (7.11) are used for calculation of the theoretical external tube
damping forces. In Fig. 7.10, the experimental results of the tube damping force are plotted by
the red lines, and the theoretical values are plotted by the black lines. The results show that the
external tube damping has little variation when the helix diameter changes from 0.075 m up to
0.11 m. Meanwhile, the results also independently validate the fc model used in Eq. (7.11).
To further verify this observation, taking the strut velocity of 0.2 m/s as an example, the
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Figure 7.10: The theoretical and experimental helical tube damping forces versus strut velocity
for various tube helix diameters.
theoretical tube damping forces (FhR,1) for 5.81 m of the straight and curved tubes are calculated.
Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10) are used for this theoretical calculation, and for the curved and the straight
tube cases, Eqs. (7.11) and fc = 0.0791/Re− 14 [119] respectively are adopted. The results are
plotted for the range of the helix diameters (D) in Fig. 7.11. It can be seen that the difference
between the damping values for the curved tube and straight tube decreases when the helix
diameter increases, specifically the two damping values approach each other at D →∞. Hence,
the helix diameter has decreasing influence on the external tube damping when the helix diameter
becomes larger and the value of the curved tube damping gets closer to the straight tube damping.
For the tested helix diameter of 0.075 m, 0.09 m and 0.11 m, as indicated in Fig. 7.11, the values
of the curved tube damping forces are fairly similar, which explains the little variation of the
external tube damping between the tested helix diameters. It is noted that if the external tube is
wrapped to a helix with very small diameter, the external tube damping will become extremely
large and very sensitive to the value of the helix diameter. It is also worth mentioning that the
large difference between the values of straight tube damping force in Fig. 7.11 and meander
tube damping force in Fig. 5.7 is because of the Hagen-Poieuille formula is used to calculate
the straight tube damping of the meander-tube inerter for laminar flow. However, due to the
calculated values of tested Reynolds numbers, the formula of fc for turbulence flow is used to
calculate the straight tube damping in Fig. 7.11.
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Figure 7.11: The theoretical external tube damping forces versus various tube helix diameters for
5.81 m curved tube and 5.81 m straight tube.
7.4.4 Test IV: Fluid stiffness and backlash
Assuming constant bulk modulus (B) of the working fluid, the fluid induced stiffness (kc,3) is
determined from the corresponding fluid elastic force (Fc,3) defined by Eq. (6.3). For this scenario,
the fluid stiffness is proportional to the assumed constant bulk modulus.
The backlash (p) is taken as constant during the tests. It is assumed that there is no force
applied on the piston rod for the distance p after changing the orientation of the piston motion.
For the Test IV, the fluid stiffness (kc,3) and backlash (p) need to be identified through data
fitting between the simulated and experimental results with harmonic displacement inputs.
Accordingly, the SIMULINK model [124] is built based on the network of the prototype in
Fig. 7.3(IV.c) as shown in Appendix B.1. The dynamic tests are carried out on the prototype with
tube length of 5.81 m, tube diameter of 6 mm, and helix diameter of 0.11 m. The sinusoidal
piston displacement inputs of various frequencies are used for the tests at amplitudes of 1 mm,
5 mm, 10 mm and 20 mm, respectively. Similar to Section 6.3.2, based on the recorded strut
displacement and strut force, the non-parametric Correlation Method (Appendix A.2) is used to
identify the transfer function from the strut velocity to the strut force at each tested frequency. A






∣∣Y ([kc,3, p], jωi)−E( jωi)∣∣
|E( jωi)|
, (7.13)
where n f is the number of frequency points, E( jωi) is the experimental admittance function
and Y ([kc,3, p], jωi) is the computed (in Simulink) admittance function based on the model with
network shown in Fig. 7.3(IV.c).
The variables kc,3 and p are optimised by minimising the value of J, where the practical range
of p is set from 0 mm to 1 mm, which is less than the minimum test amplitude 1 mm. Similar to
Section 6.3.2 and Appendix A.3, the Matlab function fminsearch is used to minimise the value of
J. The results of the identified parameters are listed in Table 7.4 for each tested amplitude. Based
on the optimised results, the values of p are constant for the different amplitudes, which equals
0.07 mm. However, it is noted that the fluid stiffness varies with the amplitude, which is caused
by the effective fluid compressibility effects, namely due to high sensitivity of the bulk modulus
to the pressure of air contamination in the hydraulic system [129]. It is worth mentioning that it
might be beneficial to use a analytical formula to predict kc,3. However, here it is decided that
the current adopted approach is compatible with the framework introduced in Section 4.4, and
comparable to the approach applied to the needle valve identification cv,4. It is also noted that
the identified kc,3 values are much lower (approximate 25% to 50%) than the results in Table 6.2
for the helical-tube fluid inerter, which could be caused by more air trapped in the FID prototype.
Table 7.4: The identified variables for Test IV at each amplitude.
Amplitude (mm) 1 5 10 20
Fluid spring stiffness kc,3 (MN/m) 0.06 0.30 0.39 0.48
Coupler backlash p (mm) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
To assess the necessity of including the coupler stiffness (ks) and backlash (p) in the final
model, the test results with an amplitude of 1 mm are plotted in Fig. 7.12 at frequencies of (a)
0.2 Hz and (b) 10 Hz, and compared with the simulation results based on the models with and
without ks and p. For the model without ks and p, the corresponding values of the equivalent fluid
spring stiffness (kc,3) is optimised separately by the same approach. The reason for presenting
the amplitude of 1 mm test case is because the influence of ks and p is more pronounced. It
can be seen that the simulated strut force without ks and p (black dotted line) has a slight lead
compared to the experimental data (red solid line). This could be caused by the unmodelled
coupler compression around each directional change of the moving piston rod. The simulated
strut force with ks and p (blue dashed line) has no such discrepancy due to the inclusion of the
coupler stiffness ks in the network. Another noticeable feature is the small zero-force plateaus
at the strut force responses after each directional change of the piston motion which is well
represented by the backlash (p) in the coupler between the actuator and piston rod. This is
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visible particularly well for the case of 0.2 Hz piston input. It is also worth mentioning that there
are still additional minor discrepancies between the experimental strut force and the simulated
values after each backlash event. These could be caused by the unmodelled seal and lubrication
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Figure 7.12: Strut displacement and strut force for dynamic tests with the amplitude of 1mm at
frequencies of (a) 0.2 Hz and (b)10 Hz.
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7.5 Validation of the full generalisable model
7.5.1 Generalisable model of the FID device
Based on the analysis in Section 7.4.1, the piston leakage effect is negligible. Hence, the piston
leakage damping (cs,2) is removed from Fig. 7.2. Additionally, the tube inlet/outlet damping
(cio,1+4) is neglected based on the observation in Section 7.4.2. Consequently, the final full
network for the generalisable model of the FID devices discussed in this study is shown in
Fig. 7.13. In this model, some parameters are experimentally identified for this specific prototype:
the value of 100 N for the friction parameter f is selected as an estimation of a typical observed
value of the sliding friction in the second stage identified in Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.12(a), the coupler
stiffness (ks) equals 2 MN/m (Section 7.4.1), and the backlash (p) is modelled as 0.07 mm
(Section 7.4.4); the fluid stiffness (kc,3) is experimentally fitted as shown in Table 7.4 for the
range of the tested amplitudes; other design parameters are modelled by theoretical formulae
(with measured, identified or typical values of the underlying parameters): the inertance (bh,1)
by Eq. (6.18); the needle valve damping (cv,4) by Eq. (7.7); the external tube damping (ch,1) by
Eq. (7.10), in which the fc is based on Eq. (7.11) (the White’s formula) for tube length l < 8.7 m
and Eq. (7.12) (the Ito’s formula) for l > 8.7 m.
Formulae and associated validity ranges of the design parameters are summarised in Table 7.5.
This table could facilitate future design of similar FID devices to achieve desired performance.
For example, assuming that for a vibration absorber design problem where both the allowable
fluid type and geometric dimensions match the ranges defined in Table 7.5, an optimisation
problem against the desired performance criteria can then be formed using the model in Fig. 7.13
and formulae from Table 7.5 to find the optimum values for the key design parameters. It is also
worth mentioning that all these validity ranges are selected based on the available parameter
settings of the tested prototype. The presented generalisable model development approach can be
directly applied with different design parameters ranges, and other FID device designs to pursue
further enhancement of defined performance criteria.
Table 7.5: The key design parameters with the corresponding formulae and validity ranges.












* ρ ≈ 1000 kg/m3(water), 3.88≤ l ≤ 11.96 m, 4≤ Dh ≤ 8 mm,
0.075≤ D ≤ 0.11 m
cv,4 1.4×106e−na between na = 0 (h = 0.765 mm) and na = 5 (h = 4.59 mm)










D for l ≥ 8.7 m
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Figure 7.13: The final full network of the generalisable model of the helical-tube inerter damper
device.
7.5.2 Model validation case studies
The established generalisable model is particularly useful to predict the FID device with untested
design parameter settings. This is very important for optimum damping device design. In this
subsection, to validate the established generalisable model, the prototype with 2 new design
parameter settings listed in Table 7.6, is dynamically tested for various frequencies from 0.2 to
20 Hz at amplitudes of 1 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm and 20 mm, respectively. These data are compared
with the simulated results based on the generalisable model, when using the identified fluid
stiffness (kc,3) for the corresponding amplitude in Table 7.4. It is worth mentioning that each
parameter in Table 7.6 is selected to have the value different from those detailed in Section 7.3
and 7.4, which were used for establishing the model.
Table 7.6: The two new design parameter settings used for generalisability verification.
Needle valve Helical tube Helical tube Tube helix




Applying the Correlation Method [126], the experimental and simulated magnitude and
phase of strut force (F) over velocity (∆v) are plotted in Bode diagram in Fig.7.14 for each tested
amplitude, in which the cross and circle markers represent the experimental results for Set 1 and
Set 2, respectively, while the solid and dashed lines demonstrate the corresponding simulated
results. It is worth mentioning that the frequency range for the experimental results does not
extend to the range for theoretical results because of the test rig safe load limit (4.5 kN) for
experimental tests.
It can be seen that, in general, a good agreement between the experimental and simulated
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Figure 7.14: Experimental and simulated results of dynamic tests for the amplitude of (a) 1 mm,
(b) 5 mm, (c) 10 mm and (d) 20 mm.
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results is obtained for both selected sets of device parameters at each tested amplitude, which not
only evidences the accuracy of the model for the FID devices, but also proves the generalisability
of the model towards the different device scales and working conditions.
It is also noted that the curves with larger needle valve opening size (na = 4.5) tend to be
flatter than the smaller opening size (na = 1.5), which indicates more contribution of the needle
valve damping instead of helical tube inertance. The reason is because the flow will always
prefer to choose the path with less resistance, such as the needle valve with wider opening. It
also explains that, for amplitude 1 mm around high frequency excitation, the relatively large
difference between the phase of the two tested opening sizes could be caused by the dominating
needle valve damping for the larger opening size (na = 4.5) case compared with na = 1.5.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the amplitudes of 5 mm to 20 mm are more representative
in inducing clearly observable inertance effects in the range between 1 and 7 Hz for this FID
device. The less accurate match for amplitude 1 mm during high frequencies could be caused by
the relatively inaccurate modelling of the friction and elastic forces, kc,3 and ks, which in this
FID device will dominate the strut forces for low velocity tests.
Given out the format similarity between Fig. 7.14 in this section and Fig. 6.10 in Section 7.4.3
it is importnat to point that Fig. 7.14 validates the model generalisability, while Fig. 6.10 only
represents the accuracy of the non-generalisable model established in Chapter 6 for a fluid-based
inerter with a specific design parameter setting.
7.6 Summary
The development of the generalisable model for FID device is presented in this chapter. Following
the specialised procedure, four experimental tests are designed to measure each of the proper-
ties, respectively, and the test configurations with corresponding networks are demonstrated to
facilitate the analysis of the results. The damping effects (cs,2, cv,4, cio,1+4, ch,1) are modelled
experimentally, while the coupler stiffness (ks) and friction ( f ) are obtained analytically. Other
dynamic properties, the fluid stiffness (kc,3) and backlash (p) are identified through the compari-
son between the simulated and experimental dynamic responses at each tested amplitude. In
the meantime, to enable the generalisability of the model, the effects of key design parameters
variation are studied towards the needle valve damping and external tube damping. Furthermore,
the validity of the established generalisable model is verified by comparing the simulated dynamic
response with the experimental results based on two additional device parameter settings.
The model identification methodology presented in this chapter could help to better under-
stand the physical phenomenon in hydraulic network and be directly linked with the mechanical
terminal behaviour, as well as minimise the required experimental tests by separating the identi-
fication of each property. More importantly, this approach for generalisable model establishment










CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
8.1 Conclusions
This work aimed to investigate the modelling methodology for the fluid inerter based vibration
suppression. In the thesis, following the presented modelling procedure for the fluid-based
inerter devices, the hydraulic and equivalent mechanical networks of the helical-tube fluid
inerter have been obtained. A novel system identification procedure for the fluid-based devices
was introduced with focused identification of friction, stiffness and various damping effects. A
nonlinear model of the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype was then established to accurately
characterise the prototype’s dynamic properties. Furthermore, a procedure for developing an
accurate generalisable model of an FID device design with adjustable design parameters has
been presented. Accordingly, the established FID model has also been validated through the
comparison between the simulated dynamic responses and the corresponding experimental
results. The complete contributions of this work are summarised as follows:
Before the modelling of fluid inerter based vibration suppression devices, Chapter 3 presents
a numerical case study of a truck suspension design to minimise the road damage. The J95
index is introduced to assess the extent of road damage, with the smaller value indicating less
damage. In the frequency domain, quarter-car, pitch-plane and roll-plane models with two low-
complexity inerter-based linear suspension layouts are investigated by using Matlab’s fminsearch
algorithm to minimise the J95 index and obtained the optimum parameters of the suspension
elements. In the time domain, the influence of nonlinear leaf spring on the road damage is also
investigated. The J95 index improvement for each layout is compared with the optimised results
of the conventional suspension layout. In general, it can be seen that the reduction in road
damage increases with the stiffness of the suspension system.
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• For the quarter-car model, the typical heavy vehicles’ stiff suspension with inerter-damper
series layout (S3) and inerter-damper parallel layout (S2) are predicted to offer up to 11%
and 7% reduction of J95, respectively.
• For the pitch-plane models, the potential J95 reduction can be provided by layouts S3 and
S2 of 17% and 9%, respectively, while for the roll-plane models, 13% and 9% of improvement
can be obtained.
• Similar levels of improvement have also been verified when the nonlinear leaf-spring is
incorporated into both the S2 and S3 layouts.
In summary, this case study shows promising benefits for reduction in road damage by incor-
porating the inerter element into truck suspension systems and motivates the development
of the inerter-based vibration suppression devices. Furthermore, as the results showed, the
inerter-damper series layout (S3) always provided better improvement when compared with the
inerter-damper parallel layout (S2), which further inspires and motivates the idea of the FID
device with the valve damping in series with the fluid-induced inertance discussed (investigated
in this work).
Chapter 4 further develops the analogy between the mechanical and hydraulic systems by
replacing the mass by inerter, for the modelling of the fluid-based vibration suppression devices.
With the aid of single-state pressure difference model for an ideal cylinder, the pressure-flow
rate relationship for the fluid compressibility is derived. The relationships between the cross
and through variables (e.g. the piston force with the pressure difference, the piston velocity with
the flow rate) are identified for the external channel with assumed incompressible fluid. The
admittance and series-parallel coupling are found to be convertible between the mechanical
and hydraulic networks, with two example illustrated. Subsequently, the working principle of
fluid-based inerters is explained and the respective flow distribution is analysed to construct the
hydraulic network. By applying the selected network synthesis method and the updated analogy
between the hydraulic and mechanical networks, the equivalent mechanical network is obtained,
where each mechanical element is directly linked with the hydraulic counterpart. Owing to the
duality between the two networks, each through variable is linked to the corresponding cross
variable in the dual network, and vise versa. These findings are used for the model development
in Chapter 6. Using the same procedure, the corresponding hydraulic network and equivalent
mechanical network are constructed for the FID devices. The relationships between cross and
through variables are also identified. Both the derived hydraulic and mechanical networks are
used for the prototype design in Chapter 5 and model development in Chapter 6. The main
contributions in Chapter 4 are summarised as follows:
• By involving the inerter element, the force-pressure analogy is improved between the




• The mechanical and hydraulic elements are directly linked to their counterparts by applying
the physical relationships between the cross/through variables, which is beneficial for
understanding the physical behaviour of fluid-based vibration control devices.
• Based on the analysis of flow distribution and the updated force-pressure analogy, the
corresponding hydraulic networks of the fluid-based inerters and FID devices are derived.
• A modelling procedure is established, which enables the equivalent mechanical networks of
the fluid-based inerters and FID devices to be obtained by mapping the damping, inertance
and stiffness effects directly to their respective hydraulic counterparts.
Chapters 5 develops the prototype of the helical-tube fluid inerter with carefully selected
design parameters which is used for model development of the fluid-based inerters in Chapter 6.
The customised test rig is built for this prototype, where two pressure gauges are used to precisely
record the pressure drop across the external tube channel and two ball valves are used for fluid
filling and helical tube replacement by isolating the helical tube channel from the cylinder
chambers. An alternative prototype of the concentric helical-tube fluid inerter is also built to
demonstrate the potential for incorporating the inerter into the existing damper devices, with
two conceptual designs of such device are shown for a mono-tube damper and a twin-tube damper
designs. Meanwhile, a new design of fluid-based inerter with the meandering tube arrangement
is presented as a prototype. The corresponding meander-tube damping effect is theoretically
investigated, and it is predicted to be much lower than the conventional helical-tube arrangement.
Subsequently, based on the helical-tube fluid inerter design, the FID device is implemented by
connecting an needle valve in parallel with the helical tube channel. The adjustable needle
valve is used to model the effect of piston valve damping for the conventional dampers. The
fluid-based inerter test rig is modified by adding two extra ball valves to partially isolate the
needle valve flow path from the helical tube flow path for individual tests of the needle valve. The
established FID device prototype is used for the model development of FID devices in Chapter 7.
In the end, to ensure the accurate data capture during the experimental tests, all the measuring
instruments, including the LVDT, load cell and pressure gauges, are individually calibrated. The
main contributions in Chapter 5 are as follows:
• Three prototypes of the fluid-based inerter are built with selected design parameters, in
which the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype is used for the first round of the experimental
testing in the customised test rig.
• The prototype helical-tube FID device is built for the second round of the experimental
testing with the modified and customised test rig.
• A new experimental set-up is introduced, where two pressure gauges are used to accurately
measure the pressure drop across the external tube.
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• A bypass needle valve design is used to model the effect of the piston valve damping with
different opening sizes.
In Chapter 6, to enhance the modelling accuracy of the helical-tube fluid inerter built in
Chapters 5, a general model identification procedure is proposed which enables the friction,
stiffness and various damping effects to be identified separately. Following this procedure, the
friction and damping effects are firstly identified through the tests subject to triangular wave
displacement inputs at different strut velocities. With the results at very low velocity, the
leakage damping is shown to be negligible and the friction is estimated by a constant value,
while the White’s formula describing the pressure drop through the external tube, is chosen to
model the nonlinear helical tube damping by exploring the fitting error between the multiple
candidate formulae, across the full tested range of velocities. The inlet/outlet damping is also
estimated using an empirical formula. Subsequently, the fluid stiffness is identified based on
the comparison between the theoretical and experimental dynamic responses for each tested
amplitude. In addition, two comprehensive models of the tested prototype are verified by achieving
the good agreement between the simulation results and the experimental data. The remaining
discrepancies caused by unmodelled factors, such as the presence of air bubbles in the device, are
also observed and analysed. Therefore, the model of the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype is
established with quantified accuracy. The main contributions in Chapter 6 are as follows:
• An experimental procedure is presented to separate the identification of friction, stiffness
and various damping effects, which allows more accurate estimation of each property.
• A dynamic model with improved accuracy is obtained using the proposed methodology for
the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype.
• The validity of the established model is verified by comparing the simulated dynamic
response with the experimental results.
In Chapter 7, a methodology for generalisable model establishment of the fluid-inerter
integrated damping (FID) device is presented, which again specifies the experimental sequence
to separate the identification of the friction, stiffness and various damping effects with their
respective test configurations achieved by adjusting the control valve status. It is noted that
the systematic use of the schematic diagrams, together with the corresponding hydraulic and
equivalent mechanical networks, enables thorough understanding of the relationships between
each internal hydraulic property and the corresponding mechanical parameter. Based on the
equivalent mechanical network obtained in Chapter 4, the damping effect due to the needle valve
and the additional mechanical properties of the FID device prototype are analysed to complete
the FID device network. Then, Test I uses the constant velocity input on the isolated cylinder
chambers at very low velocity. It is concluded that the negligible leakage is observed and the
coupler stiffness is estimated to be a constant value. Test II carries out the constant velocity
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test of the opened needle valve flow path at various velocities and valve opening levels, which
is concluded that the friction is estimated by a constant value based on the low velocity test
result, and the needle valve damping is identified to have the nonlinear relationship between
the opening level and damping coefficient, as well as the inlet/outlet damping is observed as
negligible for the tested prototype. Meanwhile, to enable the generalisability of the model, the
influence of key design parameters variation are studied towards the damping properties, which
is concluded that the needle valve damping exponentially decreases with the increasing opening
size, and the external tube damping raises with the increasing tube length, decreasing diameter
or decreasing helix diameter as the empirical formula predicted in Test III. It also can be seen
from the results of Test III that the White’s and Ito’s formulae should respectively be used for
helical-tube damping model with tube length l < 8.7 m and l ≥ 8.7 m. Subsequently, Test IV
carries out the sinusoidal wave tests of the helical-tube channel opened only configuration at
selected amplitudes and various frequencies, the results of which is compared with the simulated
dynamic response at the same amplitudes and frequencies to obtained the optimum values of
the fluid stiffness and coupler backlash. In addition, the validity of the established generalisable
model is verified by comparing the simulated dynamic response with the experimental results
based on two unused device parameter settings. It is shown that, in general, a good agreement
is obtained for both selected sets of device parameters at each tested amplitude. This not only
shows the accuracy of the model for the FID devices, but it also evidences the generalisability of
the model towards the different device scales and working conditions. The main contributions in
Chapter 7 are:
• A methodology for the generalisable model establishment is presented, which specifies
experimental sequence to separate the identification of each property with respective test
configurations achieved by adjusting the control valve status.
• A generalisable model is developed for the selected fluid-inerter integrated damping(FID)
design.
• The validity of the established generalisable model is verified by comparing the simulated
dynamic responses with the experimental results.
• The presented methodology, after relevant modifications, is applicable to other fluid-based
vibration suppression device designs.
For the FID device design problem, an optimisation can be carried out against the desired
performance criteria using the models and formulae developed in this work, to obtain the
optimum values of the key design parameters. The generalisable model development methodology
established in this work has the advantage of providing more physical insights by linking
closely the physical hydraulic elements with the device terminal force-velocity device behaviour,
effectively reducing the required experimental effort because of the smaller subsets of element
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properties can be identified separately, and by being directly applicable to the design and analysis
of more complex damping systems.
8.2 Future works
Based on the work presented in this thesis, there are still many directions that can be extended
into the future research. A few examples are listed in this section.
Air content identification
The results in Section 6.2.2 have shown that there is unexpected air presented inside the cylinder
chambers. However, the air content is unknown. It also can be seen from Section 6.3.2 and
Section 7.4.4 that the bulk modulus is highly sensitive to the volume of the unexpected air in a
certain volume of fluid, which could significantly reduce the fluid stiffness kc,3. Therefore, the air
content identification can be considered in the future work by introducing individual tests for
the fluid stiffness identification. Then, the direct use of the effective bulk modulus according to
Eq. (6.5) could constitute the basis for the refined approach toward the handling of the parameter
kc,3.
Pressure-sensitive compressibility
As it is mentioned in Section 6.3.2 and Section 7.4.4 that higher pressures lead to bigger bulk
modulus for the liquid-gas mixture [102, 130]. The fluid stiffness currently is identified for each
tested amplitude since its value varies with the amplitude. This variation is caused by the
effective fluid compressibility effects, namely due to high sensitivity of the bulk modulus to the
pressure of air contamination in the hydraulic system [129]. Therefore, the pressure-sensitive
compressibility can be considered for the identification of fluid stiffness using suitable theory.
Due to the assumption of the incompressible fluid in the external tube channel, two additional
pressure sensors need to be placed in the cylinder chambers, monitoring the pressure inside the
chambers. This experimental setup would also enable the pressure drop through the cylinder
inlet/outlet to be accurately measured. Thus, the inlet/outlet damping could be identified with
better accuracy when compared with the previous estimation based on the empirical formula.
Applications with generalisable model
As Section 2.3 shown, the previous theoretical applications of inerters are mainly based on the
model of the ideal inerter. A few other application studies also adopted the model of the flywheel-
based inerter with nonlinear friction and backlash, or the model of fluid-based inerter with
nonlinear damping effects. While the generalisable model of the FID devices is established in this
work with improved accuracy and adjustable dynamic properties, this model can be taken into
selected application studies to testify the potential benefits of the FID device in different areas.
The parallel connected external tube damping and the series connected piston valve damping
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could be used to compensate for the required damping in the optimum vibration suppression
systems. Meanwhile, by using the method presented in Section 5.2.1, the design parameters of
the device can be selected based on the optimised results obtained for each application.
Meander-tube fluid inerter
In Section 5.3.2, the meander-tube design of the fluid-based inerter is presented with theoretically
lower external-tube damping generated when compared with the helical-tube design. However,
due to the difficulty when building the prototype with small tube curvature, while keeping
the same tube diameter as the reference design, the developed prototype of the meander-tube
fluid inerter can not provide the designed damping property. As a future work, more advanced
manufacturing technique could be tried to realise the prototype with the designed tube diameter
and bend radius to verify the damping properties of the meander-tube design experimentally.
FID device improvement
In Section 5.3.1, two examples of the conceptual design that combines the inertial effect with the
existing damper device are illustrated. It can be seen that the concentric helical tube channel is
convenient to be incorporated into the hydraulic damper for either the mono-tube or the twin-tube
structures. As a future work, the respective prototypes can be built by using a tailored cylinder
with built-in helical tube channel. Then, the corresponding models of the FID device can be











APPENDICES TO CHAPTER 5
A.1 Simulink models of the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype
A.1.1 Model 1
Figure A.1: Simulink Model 1 for the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype with ch,1 calculated
according to Eq. (6.14).
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A.1.2 Model 2
Figure A.2: Simulink Model 2 for the helical-tube fluid inerter prototype with ch,1 obtained based
on Fig. 6.4.
A.2 Correlation method
The correlation method [126] is used to calculate the gain and phase of the transfer function, while
it is assumed that the system to be linear at each frequency. The noise from the experimental
data will also be correlated out through this method. The gain and phase for both strut force and
velocity are derived to calculate the admittance of the model. The input signal is defined as:
u(t)=αcos(ωt) (A.1)
where α is the amplitude, ω is the angular frequency of input and t is the time. The output signal
is then:
y(t)=α|G0(eiω)|cos(ωt+φ)+v(t)+ transient (A.2)
where |G0(eiω)| is the gain, φ is the phase delay with formula of φ= argG0(eiω), and v(t) is the




































when N tends to infinity, second term for both Eqs. (A.5) and A.6 will tend to zero and the third
term will disappear if v(t) does not contain a pure periodic component of the input frequency.















φ̂N = argĜN (eiω)=−arctan Is(N)Ic(N)
(A.10)
Accordingly, the gain and phase of strut force and velocity are estimated using Eqs. (A.9)
and (A.10), respectively. The gain and phased of the admittance with respect to strut force over





φ̂admittance = φ̂ f orce − φ̂velocity (A.12)
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A.3 Optimisation for identification of the fluid stiffness
1 %optimisation options







8 [par_opt,J_fin] = fminsearch('fluid_inerter',par_init,options);
9
10 %optimum value of stiffness
11 k_opt=par_opt;
12




17 function cost = fluid_inerter(par)
18
19 % Tested frequencies for each amplitude
20 Amp=1;
21 fre=[ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 13];
22 load 'amplitude 1.mat'
23
24 Amp=5;
25 fre=[0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ] ;
26 load 'amplitude 5.mat'
27
28 Amp=10;
29 fre=[0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 3 4] ;
30 load 'amplitude 10.mat'
31
32 Amp=20;
33 fre=[0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 ] ;














48 A=Amp/1000; % Amplitude (mm)
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49 L=0.247-0.0175; % cylinder chamber length
50
51 % Frequency (Hz)
52 f=fre(n);
53 r1=0.02; % piston radius
54 r0=0.008; % Rod radius
55 r2=0.003; % Tube inner radius
56
57 A1=pi*r1^2-pi*r0^2; % piston area
58 A2=pi*r2^2; % channel area
59 p=995.6; % water density at 30 degree
60
61 %%% call simulink model %%%%%%
62 options=simset('SrcWorkspace','current','DstWorkspace','current');
63 simOut = sim('Fluid_inerter_with_c.mdl',[],options);
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B.1 Simulink model of the FID device prototype
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